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Editor’sWatch

The number of job openings reached 
a record high of 8.1 million on the 

last business day of March, the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported on 
May 11. 

The March BLS Job Openings 
and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) 
showed that the job openings rate 
increased to 5.3%. The number of job 
openings is the highest since the series 
began in December 2000. Job openings 
increased in a number of industries 
including accommodation and food 
services (+185,000) and arts, entertain-
ment, and recreation (+81,000).

These two industries include certain 
types of passenger vessels, and, as 
a result, it comes as no surprise that 
operators can’t � nd workers.

“Many of our former employees have 
moved on to other jobs out of necessi-
ty,” Capt. Alan Bernstein, owner of BB 
Riverboats in Cincinnati wrote in his 
Captain’s Table column this month for 
WorkBoat. “Apparently some prospec-
tive employees have decided that being 
on unemployment, while also receiv-
ing federal unemployment subsidies, is 
preferable to coming back to work.”

Bernstein and other operators are not 
only having trouble attracting non-
skilled workers and service staff, but 
they are also having a tough time � nd-
ing licensed mariners. For these posi-
tions, many companies report receiving 
no applicants.

“For open positions, I’ve had less 
applicants than I’ve ever had,” Austin 
Golding, president of Golding Barge 
Line, Vicksburg, Miss., told Wash-
ington Correspondent Pamela Glass. 
“The spaces that we have open are 
less attractive than they were before, 
as people are getting a check from the 

government into their house.”
He added, “As long as the stimulus 

checks (and unemployment) are rolling 
in, the applications will not.”

This presents a challenge to Bern-
stein, Golding and other operators. If 
you can’t � ll entry-level deckhand posi-
tions, problems can surface down the 
road when you need to � ll more senior 
positions, such as chief engineer, � rst 
mate or captain.

Operators worry that they may have 
an even tougher time � lling jobs in the 
future as the national economy im-
proves and demand for their services 
increases. 
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Clarifies March diesel 
engines story

A little clari� cation regarding the 
March article “Power Supply.”

The SCR (selective catalytic reduc-
tion) is actually a complete package of 
components that doesn’t “remove” NOx 
(nitrogen oxide) from the exhaust but 
rather initiates a chemical reaction that 
converts NOx into harmless nitrogen 

and water by way of the additional � uid 
injected into the exhaust.

Conversion rates of 90%-plus are 
achieved in some current applications, 
and an engine doesn’t “lose power” as 
this � uid reducing agent, DEF (diesel 
exhaust � uid), is diminished. Rather 
an engine can be programmed — most 
frequently because of an emissions law 
requirement in effect — to operate at 
a reduced power level, necessitating 

that an operator expediently get the 
onboard DEF level back up to a usable 
level. The point being of course that 
an operator cannot continue to operate 
an engine with no DEF being used, 
thereby generating excessive emis-
sions. 

This is a common product character-
istic of on-road trucks where additional 
DEF is readily available at the next 
� ll-up, but the EPA has taken a more 
lenient approach for applications where 
the dangers of not being able to oper-
ate a particular engine outweigh the 
hopefully short time when it might be 
generating a little more emissions than 
usual. And for products that would 
“power down” because the DEF level 
is too low, there are typically several 
warnings that would let the operator 
know that this action is coming their 
way if they don’t replenish things soon.

John Fischer
Palatine, Ill.

Editor’s note: Correspondent Mi-
chael Crowley responds: Thanks for 
your letter regarding the section on 
MAN diesels in the “Power Supply” 
story in the March issue of WorkBoat. 
Critiquing the story, you state that 
SCR “doesn’t remove NOx” from 
exhaust gases but converts NOx into 
harmless nitrogen. That’s an accurate 
description of what happens with SCR. 
However, then it’s no longer NOx but 
something else, which is what the 
article said. Secondly, you say that 
an engine with an SCR aftertreat-
ment system “doesn’t lose power” as 
the reducing agent is diminished but 
is programmed to operate at reduced 
power levels. That’s true, to the point 
that eventually there might only be 
enough power for what some call the 
“limp home mode,” which would be 
about 20% power. That seems to be a 
great description of an engine that’s 
losing power. Just so we are clear, the 
reference in the story to an engine with 
an SCR aftertreatment system losing 
power is for on-road and off-road vehi-
cles. A diminished reduction agent has 
no effect on a marine engine’s output. 
It will not cut the engine’s power.
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On the Water
Be careful when lifting items
By Joel Milton

Don’t hold your breath! No, it’s not just a sarcastic come-
back — seriously, don’t do it. At least don’t hold it when 

you’re lifting moderate to heavy items or otherwise exerting 
yourself strenuously. That’s a valuable lesson I wish I had 
been taught in my youth.

What has this got to do with working on the water or 
anywhere else? Everything. It has to do with the preferred 
strategy of avoiding getting a hernia in the � rst place, as op-
posed to getting one surgically repaired afterward.

Hernias, openings in the abdominal wall through which 
an internal organ pushes through, are very common. There 
are six types of hernias, affecting both women and men, that 
form unseen at � rst and get progressively larger over time. 
And although they usually pose no immediate danger they 
also never get better on their own. 

It’s very important to remember that any type of hernia can 
quickly turn into a serious life-threatening medical emer-
gency should they become strangulated, which reduces or 
cuts off blood � ow to (typically) the trapped section of the 

intestines. Should this occur, quick diagnosis and evacuation 
are critical. Time is of the essence. A potentially fatal infec-
tion and sepsis can set in fast.

What can you do to reduce the risk of developing a hernia? 
Stop smoking, maintain a healthy body weight, and ensure 
you have adequate � ber in your diet.

But the best advice I have heard came after the fact and 
too late for me. This piece of wisdom came after many years 
of lifting and dragging heavy things like push wires, towing 
shackles, big lines, etc., that led to my own inguinal hernias. 
My surgeon simply said, “Don’t hold your breath. When 
you’re lifting or trying to move these heavy things you have 
to stop holding your breath and straining. Just let it out. Take 
your deep breaths and then, when you start straining, be sure 
to breath out.” 

D’oh! I was dumbstruck by its obvious simplicity, but I 
wrote it down.

Try it. You really can feel the difference.

Joel Milton works on towing vessels. He can be 
reached at joelmilton@yahoo.com.

Captain’s Table
Where are all the workers?
By Capt. Alan Bernstein

In April, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) es-
timated that there were 11.9 million unemployed, an 

unemployment rate of 10.7%. The BLS also reported that 
for 2020, nearly 10% of all U.S. households had at least one 
unemployed person. With these staggering unemployment 
numbers, one would assume that it would be easy to attract 
workers, but that has not been the case.

As U.S. citizens receive Covid vaccinations in growing 
numbers, my company, BB Riverboats, is anticipating an 
improving economy and increasing numbers of custom-
ers seeking to ride on our vessels. This is great news after 
being largely shut down for more than a year because of the 
coronavirus pandemic. Early on, our company was forced to 
shut down completely by the federal government, the state 
of Kentucky, and local county and city governments. As a 
result, we now have only a few employees. As we take steps 
to gear up for a promising spring season, we are running into 
serious roadblocks in attracting employees. We are struggling 
to rehire former employees as well as new employees that 
will permit us to get back into operation. Many of our former 
employees have moved on to other jobs out of necessity. 
Apparently, some prospective employees have decided that 

being on unemployment, while also receiving federal unem-
ployment subsidies, is preferable to coming back to work. 

We are not only having trouble attracting non-skilled 
workers and service staff, we are also having an equally dif� -
cult time � nding licensed mariners. We are literally receiving 
no applicants. I hear that other sectors of the maritime indus-
try are also experiencing this same problem. Where are these 
people working? Have they moved on to other sectors of the 
maritime industry? Have they left our industry altogether?

The Passenger Vessel Association (PVA) has recognized 
the importance of developing future licensed mariners. PVA 
has worked closely with several maritime academies includ-
ing the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, Maine Mari-
time Academy, SUNY Maritime College, and the Great 
Lakes Maritime Academy to raise the visibility of careers 
in the passenger vessel industry. Many of these schools have 
participated in PVA events, and PVA has hosted maritime 
academy interns at its headquarters in Alexandria, Va. 

Developing relationships with maritime academies is an 
important � rst step. As an industry we must work together in 
this effort to groom future mariners. 

Alan Bernstein, owner of BB Riverboats in 
Cincinnati, is a licensed master and a former 
president of the Passenger Vessel Association. 
He can be reached at 859-292-2449 or 
abernstein@bbriverboats.com.
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Those advancing the notion of a 
rapidly approaching peak in oil de-

mand will have to wait for another day, 
as the world regains its thirst for crude 
from last year’s pandemic-induced 
lows, according to public and private 
forecasts.   

In its April Short-Term Energy 
Outlook, the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) estimates global 
demand will average 97.7 million bpd 
this year, up 5.5 million bpd from 
2020. The EIA estimates March con-
sumption ramped up by 4.7 million bpd 
to 96 million bpd, compared to March 
2020. 

Also in April, the International 
Energy Agency (IEA), pointing to 
stronger-than-expected outlooks for the 
U.S. and China, expects 2021 oil and 
natural gas demand to increase year-
over-year by 6.2% and 3.2%, respec-
tively. The intergovernmental agency 
increased forecasts for U.S. demand by 
370,000 bpd in the third quarter, fol-
lowing a predicted 360,000-bpd jump 
in the second quarter. 

“The massive overhang in global 
oil inventories that built up during last 
year’s Covid-19 demand shock is being 
worked off, vaccine campaigns are 
gathering pace and the global economy 
appears to be on a better footing,” the 

agency said in its monthly report.
Meanwhile, the chief of Vitol 

Group, the world’s leading indepen-
dent oil trader, said increased demand 
will extend beyond this year and could 
jump by 7 million to 8 million bpd 
by the end of 2022 — an increase 
cash-strapped producers could be 
hard-pressed to meet. “We believe $70 
to $75 a barrel is an entirely sensible 
outcome for the third quarter (2021),” 
CEO Russell Hardy told Bloomberg on 
April 20. 

Therein lies a potential monkey 
wrench, should pro� t-starved operators 
choose to forgo capital discipline and 
capitalize on higher prices and spur 
another glut, warns Wood Mackenzie. 
“While prices over US$60/bbl will 

always be better for operators than 
US$40/bbl, it’s not all one-way travel,” 
Greig Aitken, a director of the energy 
consultant’s corporate analysis team, 
said in a note on April 19. “There are 
the perennial issues of cost in� ation 
and � scal disruption.

“Also, changing circumstances will 
make strategy execution more challeng-
ing, particularly as it relates to doing 
deals,” he continued. “And there’s the 
hubris that comes in every upswing, 
when stakeholders begin to regard 
hard-learned lessons as outdated views. 
This often leads to over-capitalization 
and underperformance.”

The IEA agrees producers should be 
cautious when it comes to signi� cantly 
disrupting the supply-demand equation. 

WORKBOAT GOM INDICATORS                                                                                            .

FEB. '21 MAR. '21 APR. '21 APR. '20
WTI Crude Oil 61.55 60.93 63.50 12.17
Baker Hughes Rig Count 17 12 13 17
IHS OSV Utilization 19.1% 19.8% 19.2% 27.7%

U.S. Oil Production (millions bpd) 10.0 11.1* 10.9* 12.1

Sources: Baker-Hughes; IHS Markit; U.S. EIA     *Weekly Estimated
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Energy Level
Oil demand peak: Not yet
By Jim Redden, Correspondent
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Inland Insider
Plenty of jobs, no applicants
By Pamela Glass, Washington Correspondent

Despite so many people being out of work during the 
pandemic, many job openings are going un� lled in 

the workboat industry. The reason, many operators say, are 
federal stimulus and unemployment checks that are deterring 
people from applying.

Except for passenger vessels, the industry has continued to 
work through the pandemic, keeping workers on the payroll 
and in many cases hiring new deckhands, wheelmen and 
tankermen.

But the applicants just aren’t there.
“For open positions, I’ve had less applicants than I’ve ever 

had,” said Austin Golding, president of Golding Barge Line, 
Vicksburg, Miss. “The spaces that we have open are less at-
tractive than they were before, as people are getting a check 
from the government into their house.”

He added, “As long as the stimulus checks (and unemploy-
ment) are rolling in, the applications will not.”

Golding said if people are looking to switch jobs or have 
lost their jobs and want to start a new career, “they’re going to 
wait until the government money draws down.”

This presents a challenge to his company. If you can’t � ll 
the entry-level deckhand positions which are the start of a 
career on a vessel, Golding said, then you’re got a problem in 
� ve years when you need to � ll more senior positions.

Operators worry that if this continues, companies might 

have dif� culty � lling jobs as the national economy improves 
and demand for their services increases. 

This is the situation with the passenger vessel industry, 
which is struggling to rehire former employees as well as new 
ones as vessels go back into operation.

“Many of our former employees have moved on to other 
jobs out of necessity,” Capt. Alan Bernstein, owner of BB 
Riverboats in Cincinnati wrote in his Captain’s Table col-
umn this month for WorkBoat. “Apparently some prospective 
employees have decided that being on unemployment, while 
also receiving federal unemployment subsidies, is preferable 
to coming back to work.”

Houston-based Kirby Corp., the nation’s largest tank barge 
operator, has also had a tough time hiring. But in January 
the company reopened classes at its Inland Marine Training 
Center to ramp up mariner training programs in anticipation 
of improved business. In late April, Kirby listed openings for 
deckhands, wheelmen and tankermen on its website.

“We have seen pressure on hiring. It’s been hard to hire 
people,” David Grzebinski, Kirby’s president and CEO, said 
in announcing the company’s 2021 � rst-quarter results on 
April 29. But mariners have worked hard during the pan-
demic, Grzebinski added, and Kirby is planning to give them 
raises this year.

Pamela Glass is the Washington, D.C., correspon-
dent for WorkBoat. She reports on the congres-
sional committees and federal agencies that affect 
the maritime industry, including the Coast Guard , 
Marad and Army Corps of Engineers.

Nor’easter
BOEM presses wind studies, but U.S. projects may lag
By Kirk Moore, Contributing Editor

As promised, the Biden administra-
tion is speeding environmental 

reviews of East Coast offshore wind 
projects. 

That’s raising alarms among compet-
ing interests of the � shing and coastal 
tourism industries. But even with the 
worldwide movement toward offshore 
wind power, its emerging limitations 
may allow more time for compromises. 

Globally, $810 billion could be spent 
developing offshore wind power by 
2030, analysts at Norway-based Rys-
tad Energy predict. 

Despite broad federal government 
support – the Bureau of Ocean En-

own 2.6-gigawatt offshore project but a 
long-term merchant vessel enterprise to 
serve other developers.

With about three years and $500 mil-
lion required to build WTIVs, that gap 
– and the broader Jones Act legal and 
regulatory requirements to employ U.S. 
vessels and mariners – will constrain 
wind project construction here, Rystad 
predicts.

BOEM is plunging ahead. A month 
after starting the review process for 
Ørsted’s Ocean Wind project off New 
Jersey, the agency announced April 29 
it was starting the environmental im-
pact statement process for Revolution 
Wind, an 880-megawatt project south 
of Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

May� ower Wind LLC, another 
would-be neighbor in the southern New 
England offshore wind power develop-

ergy Management is looking to have 
environmental studies underway for as 
many as 10 projects this year – the U.S. 
market may see only $70 billion of that 
investment during the 2020s, Rystad 
reported.

With offshore wind turbines’ physi-
cal size and developers’ ambitions get-
ting bigger, the global demand for large 
wind turbine installation vessels will 
make it very expensive to hire foreign-
� ag WTIVs to cross the Atlantic.

The � rst U.S.-� ag WTIV is under 
construction for Virginia-based Domin-
ion Energy, whose planners see it not 
just as a requirement for building their 
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Contributing Editor Kirk 
Moore was a reporter for 
the Asbury Park Press for 
over 30 years before join-
ing WorkBoat in 2015. He 
has also been an editor for 
WorkBoat’s sister publica-
tion, National Fisherman, 
for over 25 years.

ment area, has scheduled a May 18 vir-
tual online public information session 
to pitch its plan for the waters south 
of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket – 
perhaps a prelude to its own EIS debut.

Nantucket Sound, between the island 
and the south shore of Cape Cod, was 
proposed for Cape Wind, an early 
offshore wind venture that succumbed 
to legal challenges from wealthy sea-
side homeowners. BOEM, state energy 
planners and wind developers took 
that lesson in moving future renewable 
energy enterprises farther offshore.

Nevertheless, the prospect of seeing 
wind turbines arise is again raising 
alarms in prosperous resort towns. 

Off New Jersey, Ocean Wind, a 
75/25 percent joint venture of Ørsted
and the PSEG utility group, could be 
sending power ashore in 2024. The 
1,100-megawatt array would be built 
between 15 and 27 miles offshore on 
Ørsted’s federal lease east of Atlantic 

City, with up to 98 turbines feeding 
power to three offshore substations.

Ocean Wind turbines array would be 
laid out on a grid of 1 by 0.8 nautical 
mile separation between the turbine 
towers, an arrangement Ørsted planners 
say will allow passage for � shing ves-
sels from the ports of Barnegat Light, 
Atlantic City and Cape May.

Ørsted also changed its turbine 
layout design in response to concerns 
from beachfront communities about the 
visual impact of turbines, according to 
Pilar Patterson, Ørsted’s project man-
ager for Ocean Wind. Video simula-
tions produced by the company portray 
turbines closest to shore at 15 miles as 
blades and nacelles just visible above 
the horizon, when there is not a layer of 
marine haze obscuring them.

Those outreach efforts by developers 
of Ocean Wind, and the neighboring 
Atlantic Shores partnership between 
Shell New Energies US LLC and EDF 

Renewables North America, have not 
molli� ed commercial � shermen and 
homeowners on New Jersey’s Long 
Beach Island.

Climate change and sea level rise 
are serious threats to the barrier island. 
But offshore wind skeptics worry what 
changes that industry may bring, and 
town governments on the island have 
expressed formal opposition.

The Ocean Wind tract at its clos-
est is 15 miles offshore and turbine 
blades could be visible from shore on 
some days, according to BOEM visual 
simulations.
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WorkBoat Composite Index
Stocks dip slightly in April

After two strong months, WorkBoat 
stocks posted a small loss in April, 

losing 27 points, or less than 1%. Win-
ners and losers were split evenly, 13-13.

Among the top percentage losers was 
drilling contractor Transocean, which 
lost about 9% during the month. During 
the company’s � rst-quarter earnings call 
in May, Jeremy Thigpen, president and 

STOCK CHART                                                            Source: FinancialContent Inc. www.� nancialcontent.com

INDEX     NET PERCENT
COMPARISONS 3/31/21 4/31/21 CHANGE CHANGE
Operators 332.84 328.64 -4.20 -1.26% 
Suppliers 5,391.31 5,256.81 -134.50 -2.49%
Shipyards 3,081.47 3,379.54 298.07 9.67%
Workboat Composite 3,201.94 3,174.45 -27.50 -0.86%
PHLX Oil Service Index 53.70 52.16 -1.54 -2.87%
Dow Jones Industrials 32,981.55 33,874.85 893.30 2.71%
Standard & Poors 500 3,972.89 4,181.17 208.28 5.24%

For the complete up-to-date WorkBoat Stock Index, go to: 
www.workboat.com/resources/workboat-composite-index

CEO, delivered positive news about his 
company’s performance and the market.

“Picking up in 2021, essentially 
where we left off in 2020, ... we deliv-
ered the best overall annual operational 
performance in Transocean’s history. 
This performance continued into the 
� rst quarter of 2021 as we delivered 
over 97% uptime across our global 

� eet, achieving one of the strongest 
operational quarters in company history 
in both uptime and safety performance,” 
Thigpen told analysts.

Evidence of an improving mar-
ket was the ultradeepwater drillship 
Deepwater Asgard’s three-well contract 
award from Beacon Offshore Energy. 
The contract includes two wells priced 
at $240,000 a day and a third, which 
requires managed pressure drilling, 
priced at $280,000 a day. “This award 
adds over $30 million in backlog and 
provides us with the opportunity to 
reactivate our warm stack asset in the 
Gulf of Mexico,” said Thigpen. The 
contract includes a one well option. 

“While we are still not earning the 
day rates we want or need to provide 
the appropriate returns to our sharehold-
ers, this picture clearly demonstrates 
both the tightening market in the Gulf 
of Mexico and Transocean’s ability to 
command premium rates ...” — David 
Krapf

ALLAMERICANMARINE.com
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Proven

Sales@allamericanmarine.com | 360.647.7602

Pictured: An 80’ Patrol Vessel for Texas Parks & Wildlife Department - featuring a revolutionary Rapid RHIB Deployment System
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Insurance Watch
Insuring your employees in case of injury
By Chris Richmond

Shipyards and marine-related businesses are comprised of 
a wide variety of jobs that come with different types of 

injury coverage for the people who work there. Here are three 
areas of injury coverage:

• Jones Act: This covers employees who are considered 
crewmembers on your vessels. Seamen employed on vessels 
traveling from U.S. port to U.S. port are entitled to coverage 
under the Jones Act, with the coverage provided under a ves-
sel’s protection and indemnity policy. Crew are covered for 
injury and illness while “in service to the ship” through the 
maintenance and cure portion of the coverage. Crew are also 
entitled to sue the ship or ship owner for unseaworthy or neg-
ligent conditions which they believe caused their injury. To be 
considered a crewmember, the employee must spend roughly a 
third of their time at work in service to the ship. 

• USL&H: Employees who work around docks, wharves 
or servicing a vessel but are not considered crewmembers, fall 
under the U.S. Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation 

Act. The two determining factors for USL&H are situs and 
status, both of which need to be met in order to be eligible for 
this coverage. To meet the situs test, an injury must have oc-
curred while working on or near navigable waters. The status 
test is met by the work being done. Exclusions include of� ce 
workers, aquaculture and boatyards who build recreational 
vessels less than 65' in length. It is very inexpensive to add 
this to your state workers compensation policy on an “if any” 
basis. This way you have at least some defense covered should 
a USL&H claim be � led against you.

• State workers compensation: Your of� ce staff and other 
employees are covered under your state workers compensa-
tion act. If you have employees who work in states outside 
where your business is located then you need to list them as 
well. State workers compensation acts are no-fault laws which 
means they cover a claim as long as the employee’s accident 
occurred within the scope of their employment.

Chris Richmond is a licensed mariner and marine 
insurance agent with Allen Insurance and Financial. 
He can be reached at 800-439-4311 or crichmond@
allenif.com
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or her employer’s willful failure to pay maintenance and cure. 
The McBride case took that holding a further by allowing 
seamen to recover punitive damages for unseaworthiness 
claims arising under the general maritime law.

The McBride case, however, was recently reconsidered by 
the entire Fifth Circuit en banc, which reversed the previous 
ruling by the three-judge panel. Now the rule in the Fifth 
Circuit is that Jones Act seamen have no cause of action for 
punitive damages for either negligence or unseaworthiness. 
The latest McBride ruling is consistent with the general 
pronouncement of the Supreme Court’s Miles v. Apex case 
regarding the unavailability of non-pecuniary damages in 
Jones Act cases.

While this ruling reflects a trend in other federal appeals 
courts, this issue remains unsettled in some jurisdictions.

 Editor’s note: This column first appeared in November 
2014.

Legal Talk
Court reverses seamen’s punitive  
damages claims
By John Fulweiler

My December 2013 Legal Talk column (“Expansion of 
punitive damages?”) discussed the U.S. Fifth Circuit 

Court of Appeals ruling in McBride v. Estis Well Service. 
The case signaled a major expansion in the law regard-

ing seamen’s entitlement to recover punitive damages under 
the general maritime law. The availability of punitive dam-
ages had been extremely limited since the 1990 landmark 
Supreme Court case Miles v. Apex Marine Corp., which held 
that non-pecuniary damages, which include punitive damages 
and similar non-economic type losses, were not recoverable 
by seamen, whose legal remedies are largely governed by the 
Jones Act. 

Courts have chipped away at the scope of the Miles rul-
ing since then, most notably by the Supreme Court itself in 
2009 when the Townsend v. Atlantic Sounding Company case 
recognized that a seaman could get punitive damages for his 

John K. Fulweiler of Fulweiler LLC is a licensed 
mariner and maritime attorney. He also served 
as a staff captain with a New England towing and 
salvage firm prior to law school. He can be reached 
at john@saltwaterlaw.com or 1-800-383-MAYDAY.
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Net cash proceeds from the sale are 
anticipated to be approximately $15 
million. The wind down of the shipyard 
division operations is expected to occur 
by mid-2022.
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On April 13, 19 people aboard the 
265-class liftboat Seacor Power 

left Port Fourchon, La., heading for a 
Talos Energy shallow water platform. 
They didn’t make it. 

A small but intense low-pressure 
system, known to meteorologists as 
a wake low, passed through the area, 
creating hurricane-force winds of 80-
90 mph and seas offshore of 7' to 9'. 
Though bad weather had been fore-
casted, the intensity of the storm took 
everyone by surprise,  

Seacor Power capsized in heavy 
weather about eight miles off the 
Louisiana coast. As WorkBoat went to 
press, of the 19 people onboard the lift-
boat that left Port Fourchon, six are 
dead, six have been rescued, and seven 
are still missing.

On May 3, salvage crews started re-
moving fuel from Seacor Power’s fuel 
tanks, approximately eight miles off 
Port Fourchon. The liftboat is owned 
by Seacor Marine.

Salvage crews are using a method 
called hot tapping, which allows for 
drilling into the fuel tanks and making 
a hose connection without ruining the 
integrity of the tank or causing pollu-
tion impacts. Divers are performing 
this process above and below the water, 
connected to an air hose.

Weather is key to a safe evolution, 
and if weather conditions exceed ap-
proximately 15-mph winds, four-foot 
seas, and the current is faster than 1.25 
mph, work ceases until there are safer 
conditions.

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE 
FIRM PURCHASED

Houston-based  S&B Infrastruc-
ture Ltd. has acquired Technology 

Associates Inc. (TAI). New Orleans-
based  TAI is known for its innovative 
maritime solutions and technical ex-
pertise, company offi cials said. TAI will 
continue its operations as  TAI Engi-
neers LLC. The acquisition allows S&B 
to also position itself as a leading gov-
ernment and commercial engineer of 
world-class vessels, S&B offi cials said.

TIDEWATER MISSES ON 
FIRST-QUARTER 
REVENUES

Tidewater Inc., Houston, announced 
in May fi rst-quarter revenue of 

$83.5 million compared with $116.4 
million for the three months end-
ing March 31, 2020. Revenue missed 
analysts’ consensus estimate by $5.5 
million. Tidewater’s net losses for the 
three months ending March 31, 2021, 
were $35.3 million, or 87 cents a 
share, compared with $18.4 million, or 
46 cents a share, for the three months 
ending March 31, 2020. Included in the 
net losses for the  fi rst quarter were 
severance expenses of $100,000.

In WorkBoat’s April 2021 edition, Da-
vid LeBlanc was listed in the Outboard 

Directory as the director of sales and 
product development for Cox Pow-
ertrain Ltd. LeBlanc’s correct title is 
regional sales director for Diesel Out-
boards, an Oxe distributor in the U.S.

NEWS BITTS

Deadly liftboat accident in 
the Gulf of Mexico
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Seacor Power is a three-legged 
liftboat with a 49'×29'×5' working pad. 
It has a cargo deck capacity of 491 
LT and a clear area of 11,000 sq. ft. It 
is outfitted with two cranes, port and 
starboard, each 185-ton capacity with 
120' boom. — Ken Hocke

Gulf Island Shipyards 
sold to Bollinger for 
$28.6 million

In April, Houston-based Gulf Island 
Fabrication Inc. announced the sale 

of assets and certain vessel construc-
tion contracts of its shipyard division 
to Bollinger Shipyards LLC for 
approximately $28.6 million.

The sale includes Gulf Island’s ship-
yard division property and assets in 
Houma, La., (Gulf Island Shipyards), 
including all four of the division’s dry-
docks — a 15,000-short-ton drydock, a 
4,000-short-ton drydock, a 3,000-short-
ton drydock and a 1,500-short-ton 
drydock. In addition, the transaction 
includes the long-term contracts and all 
related obligations for the construction 
of three research vessels for Oregon 
State University and � ve towing, sal-
vage and rescue ships (T-ATS) for the 
U.S. Navy.

Bollinger has agreed to provide 
employment to most of the shipyard 
division’s employees associated with 
the acquired contracts.

Gulf Island said the sale will trans-
form the company into a more focused, 
specialty fabrication business, position-
ing it for pro� table growth in existing 
and new higher-margin markets. The 
deal also removes future risks associ-
ated with existing, long-term contracts 
that represent more than 90% of the 
company’s current backlog that extends 
through 2024. The transaction will also 
strengthen liquidity.

Divers transport hose to the Seacor 
Power fuel tank to start removing fuel.  

Go to workboat.com/news
for the latest commercial marine 
industry news.

CORRECTION
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solar or battery operated
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Cybersecurity

20

Standing Guard
Helping mariners fend off escalating cyberattacks.

Cadets from the U.S. Coast Guard Academy 
participate in the National Security Agency’s 

(NSA) 20th annual National Cyber Exercise 
in New London, Conn., in April. The two-day 
competition tested offensive and defensive 

cybersecurity skills. 

Weston Hecker may wear a metaphorical white hat, 
but his main role is playing the bad guy.

Hecker is an ethical hacker in the Houston 
of� ce of Virginia-based Mission Secure Inc., one of a host 
of technology companies that provide platforms and prod-
ucts engineered to help the progressively digitalized mari-
time community curb an alarming increase in cyberthreats. 
Without guardrails in place, experts say the � at operational 
technology (OT) systems that control the physical operation 
of a vessel, in combination with new generation monitor-
ing sensors and multiple third-party vendors, offer clear 
pathways for cyber outlaws to inject potentially catastrophic 
viruses that can disrupt everything from navigation to the 
manipulation of critical valves. 

Recognizing the growing threat, the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) this year requires that safety management 
systems include appropriate cyber risk strategies as part of the 
annual veri� cation audit. To comply, companies � rst have to 
identify their weak spots, which typically means penetrating 
and assessing their existing OT systems. That’s where folks 
like Hecker come in. 

“We take the same approach any bad guy would,” he said. 
“Basically, we’re contracted to hack their environment and tell 
them how to � x it before the bad guys exploit their weakness-
es. The last pentest (penetration test) we did, we found � ve 
different ways to get in.” 

The company takes a “holistic approach” in assessing cyber 

� tness before deploying a protective platform that is monitored 
24/7 for any suspicious activity. Particular emphasis centers 
around the various third-party vendors managing individual 
OT-controlled onboard functions, said Don Ward, senior vice 
president, global services. “We position our (platform) design 
to protect the vessel from the third parties and protect the third 
parties from the third parties themselves. And we can protect 
the vessel from incoming VSAT-based (satellite) connectivity. 

“We’re down there on the control systems, monitoring the 
end use, including the propulsion, the ballast and even the 
bridge and navigation,” Ward continued. “In maritime, the 
navigation concerns are huge. If you hack that, you can really 
impact the state of that vessel.” 

In what it describes as an industry � rst, Mission Secure 
joined forces in late January with U.K. maritime law � rm Ince 
Group Plc to integrate legal and ancillary services with its 
OT cybersecurity technology platform. The newly established 
InceMaritime alliance advises vessel owners on IMO 2021 
cyber compliance and offers associated legal and professional 
services such as negotiating insurance premiums, which 
can fall signi� cantly if companies prove they are compliant. 
“We’ve had several customers that have reduced their insur-
ance premiums enough that it has paid for their entire assess-
ment as well as the platform,” Ward said. 

CYBERATTACKS INCREASE
Adoption of the IMO 2021 cyber guidelines could not have 
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By Jim Redden, Correspondent 
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come at a more opportune time. 
Citing data from the U.S. Cybersecu-

rity and Infrastructure Security Agency 
(CISA) and other public sources, Mis-
sion Secure said attacks on maritime 
OT systems have increased 900% over 
the past three years. The risks were 
magnified last year as Covid forced 
many shore-based employees to work 
remotely, and in the process, exposed 
connectivity soft spots that elevated the 
risks of malware, ransomware and the 
like being transmitted offshore. 

“Every year it’s rising, but Covid had 
the biggest impact,” said Ward. “The 
new Covid economy era we’re in will 
not go away completely. People realize 
they can get more out of their employ-
ees by having them work at home and 
that opens up more remote access into 
these typically easily compromised 
environments.” 

As adopted, the blanket IMO 2021 
mandate was found incompatible with 
the peculiarities of certain sectors, like 
the tug, towboat and barge industry, 
according to the American Waterways 
Operators (AWO). Consequently, the 
Coast Guard (USCG), which enforces 
rather than develops policies, neverthe-
less worked with AWO “to develop a set 
of cyber risk management best practices 
tailored to and for voluntary adoption by 
tugboat, towing and barge companies,” 

said AWO Director of Regulatory Af-
fairs Caitlyn Stewart. 

“We found that the guidance for 
ships wasn’t a good fit. Towing compa-
nies are incredibly diverse in size and 
complexity. Some have thousands of 
employees and hundreds of vessels, all 
managed with complex informational 
and operational systems, while others 
employ only a small number of mari-
ners, operate one or two boats and still 
keep paper records. Given this diversity, 
the safeguards necessary to protect one 
company’s cyber system may not be 
practical for another,” Stewart said dur-
ing an AWO webinar earlier this year. 

To enable companies to visualize the 
state of their preparedness against mali-
cious attacks, information technology 
(IT) managed service provider Global 

Data Systems (GDS), Lafayette, La., 
recently rolled out a matrix that assigns 
clients an applicable cybersecurity 
maturity level. “What we’ve come up 
with is a framework where we’re able 
to assess the client’s environment, and 
review what cybersecurity solutions 
and risk management activity they’ve 
employed to date,” said Senior Business 
Development Manager Justin Getzinger, 
whose clientele comprises maritime and 
oil and gas companies. “What we’ve 
found is that in order for clients to really 
view their cybersecurity maturity level 
in a meaningful way is to create a struc-
ture that allows them to understand what 
they have in place today to protect them 
and where the gaps are.”

Plugging those gaps means working 
around companies’ refusal to report 

The Ocean Art tug/supply vessel is among the Atlantic Offshore fleet employing 
Inmarsat’s Fleet Secure Endpoint platform to head off cyberthreats. 
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cyberattacks. While incidents like last year’s sweeping breach 
of SolarWinds Inc. are highly publicized, individual com-
panies fear the commercial and reputational blowback that 
could come from public release of a cyberattack. “The biggest 
problem cybersecurity companies face is not being able to 

share meaningful threat data,” Getzinger said.
“I understand where they’re coming from, but at the same 

time, it would help us to continue to sharpen our portfolio of 
offerings and sharpen our network to make sure we continue 
to be secure,” said Eric Griffin, vice president of offshore 
energy and commercial fishing for the maritime division of 
42-year-old U.K.-based global satellite communications pro-
vider Inmarsat Global Ltd., which spun off from the IMO. 

The SolarWinds hack, which government officials say was 
orchestrated in Russia, demonstrated the reach a single event 
can have within a broad range of public and private entities, 
including maritime. “A lot of network providers both for IT as 
well as vessel owners and service providers use SolarWinds 
as almost their de facto standard for network management. It’s 
absolutely forced everybody to take a look and ask if this is 
the right platform we should be using long term,” Griffin said 
from Inmarsat’s Houston office. 

DIGITALIZATION CONUNDRUM
To remain competitive, much of the maritime industry de-

pends on digitalization, accompanied by an infusion of sophis-
ticated monitoring technologies like automation and Internet 
of Things (IoT) sensors, which provide “more and more attack 
surfaces for threat actors to access,” Ward said.

Inmarsat said its foundational Fleet Secure Endpoint tech-
nology balances efficiency and security for subscribers within 
the more than 40,000 vessels employing its satellite-based net-
work. The companion Fleet Data IoT platform is designed to 
enable the monitoring of an “unlimited number of data points” 
on a vessel through a channel securely segregated from a cli-
ent’s base subscription. 

“You don’t have to worry about your crewmembers or other 
corporate traffic and applications you’re trying to send over a 
link from interfering with the Fleet Data connection,” Griffin 
said. “Fleet Data also allows you to integrate a lot of those 
third-party systems into one secure platform. We’re always 
looking at what we can do to expand our security offerings 
to make sure they’re compliant as regulations become more 
stringent, which we all expect they will.” 

Everyone also agrees that while critical in today’s cloud-
connected world, any cybersecurity measure must fit within 
ever-tightening budgets. “The big challenge is that everything 
in maritime is day rate. Budgets are very tight and we have 
to squeeze within that budget,” said Ward. “We believe our 
platform and services should be packaged as a subscription 
service. That way, we can easily extract your cost per day on a 
vessel that’s being monitored and has protection in place.” 

Getzinger said that one area where the return on investment 
can be recouped within six months is having programs that 
educate employees on how to avoid unwittingly spreading 
harmful viruses through their companies’ networks. “I’ve seen 
a decent amount of industry investment in employee aware-
ness training,” he said. “You can have the best tools in the 
world, but they still won’t help you mitigate a threat from your 
weakest link, which is going to be your employees.”

Deployed in December 2020, the GX5 satellite is the most powerful 
of Inmarsat's four satellites and provides additional capacity for 
the company’s Fleet Xpress communications network. 
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By Michael 
Crowley, 
Correspondent The Watcher arrived back at MetalCraft 

Marine’s headquarters in Watertown, N.Y., 
on April 26, after a nearly yearlong lease to 

the Coast Guard. 
The 23'×8'6" aluminum RIB patrol/survey boat 

is MetalCraft’s fi rst autonomous vessel. Met-
alCraft Marine designed and built it in conjunction 
with Spatial Integrated Systems, Virginia Beach, 
Va., who provided the autonomy solution. 

The Coast Guard leased The Watcher after it 
was awarded a contract for its Maritime Domain 
Awareness Program. The autonomous vessel was 
leased for nearly a year. Its big test came in late 
October through most of November 2020, when 
it operated as an unmanned surface vessel for 30 
days and nights, often in severe seas, patrolling a 
20-square-mile area 30 miles off Hawaii’s Oahu 
Island. 

The point of spending four weeks off Oahu 
Island was to test the feasibility of using an au-

tonomous surface vessel to support Coast Guard 
missions monitoring remote areas of the Pacifi c 
Ocean. These are restricted missile sites where 
fi shing is not allowed but fi shermen do go there. 
“If a missile is launched people could be killed,” 
said Bob Clark, MetalCraft Marine’s contract 
manager.

One aspect of The Watcher that attracted the 
Coast Guard’s attention is its size. “It fi ts on 80 to 
90 percent of the Coast Guard ships,” said Clark. 
“They want to deploy one at a missile test site in 
the middle of the Pacifi c, drop it in the water and 
control it from a ship or land base.”

Off Hawaii The Watcher was set up to begin 
drifting at preset coordinates and after 90 minutes 
would reach another set of coordinates where the 
engine, a 120-hp Volvo D3, self-started and drove 
The Watcher to another set of coordinates. Then 

Independent 
Minded
USVs are becoming more and more autonomous.

Metal Shark’s long range unmanned surface vessel.

Artifi cial Intelligence
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down. Regaining the sun, the solar 
panels would “fire up but it wasn’t 
the best thing for the batteries,” noted 
Clark. Thus, there were a couple of 
times when the engine had to be run to 
charge the batteries.

It addition, the wind and seas pushed 
The Watcher faster than anticipated 
on its drifting route, so it was an hour 
drifting, as opposed to the scheduled 90 
minutes, thus more fuel was consumed 
than planned. The Watcher didn’t run 
out of fuel. At the start of the trip there 
were 580 gals. of fuel aboard, enough 
for 1,800 miles at planing speed.

 Twice The Watcher was boarded. 
The first time was when two engine 
sensors went off and needed to be 
checked out. The second time was 

when waves knocked the GPS sensor 
overboard and it had to be replaced. 
Otherwise, no one came aboard, though 
The Watcher had been set up with a 
console and a flip-up panel on the deck 
that allowed a person to operate the 
boat if anything went wrong. The deck 
was composed of solar panels that 
could be walked on. 

“The overarching thing to autono-
my,” said Clark, “is you can do 30 days 
and nights of work and not risk or beat 
the hell out of a crew. That’s a huge 
one.”

At the end of the test period, Clark 
said the results were good. “Really, re-
ally good,” and he thought The Watcher 
exceeded the Coast Guard’s expecta-
tions.

The Watcher had 21 days of severe weather, including operating in Sea State 5.
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Then the engine shut down and the ves-
sel resumed drifting. 

If The Watcher’s cameras, which 
were running all the time, detected 
intruders, a satellite-transmitted 
alarm went off in Virginia Beach 
where Spatial Integrated Systems and 
MetalCraft were monitoring the vessel. 
No illegal intruders came into the area 
The Watcher was monitoring, but boats 
were dispatched several times a week 
at different times and in different con-
ditions to see if The Watcher detected 
their presence. “It did, every time, day 
and night,” said Clark, even though the 
area was being hit with high winds and 
large seas. 

Prior to starting the test, weather 
calculations, based on NOAA data and 
the time of the year the test was taking 
place, determined there should have 
been only five days of rough weather. 
Instead, it was 21 days of “severe 
weather,” said Clark, with 10' to 12' 
waves on most days. The weather was 
bad enough that a subcontractor sent 
out to take photos of The Watcher “had 
a hard time finding the boat.” 

The three weeks of extremely rough 
sea conditions lead to what Clark 
referred to “as the only hiccup, if you 
can call it a hiccup” in the test. That 
was numerous false sightings recorded 
by The Watcher’s cameras that set off 
alarms in Virginia Beach. A lot of 
those were at night, “where the crest of 
a large wave could appear as some-
thing.” 

The false sightings required a lot 
more satellite time than expected. How 
much time? Well, at the start of the 
operation it was estimated the satellite 
time would cost about $25,000 for the 
month. The final figure was closer to 
$100,000.

The answer to the multiple false 
sightings might be to reduce the cam-
era’s sensitivity level. “Do you want 
that level of sensitivity?” Clark asked. 
“They believed we needed it, but no 
one thought of the number of times it 
would go off because of wave action.”

The large wave action often put The 
Watcher and its solar panels up at weird 
angles where they lost the sun and shut 

The Watcher’s deck mostly consists of solar panels, which can be walked on.  
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METAL SHARK
Metal Shark has built a lot of re-

motely operated and unmanned boats, 
over 400 in fact, but its latest project 
doesn’t resemble any of those vessels. 
That’s the 40' long range unmanned 
surface vessel (LRUSV) for the U.S. 
Marine Corps. In January, under an 
agreement with the Marine Corps 

manned vessel technology, is guiding 
the project. “This is the most sensitive 
project we’ve ever undertaken,” said 
Josh Stickles, Metal Shark’s executive 
vice president. “It’s on a whole differ-
ent level than a patrol boat.”   

It’s not just an autonomous boat. It’s 
a new naval defense system, made up 
of a fleet of autonomous boats capable 
of traveling extended distances. In-
teracting with each other, they accept 
targets autonomously and then launch 
classified payloads. These include 
loitering munitions, sometimes called 
suicide drones that search for a target 
and attack once one is located. 

“The systems and software integra-
tion will result in the most turnkey 
and capable USV available, operating 
with greater autonomy over longer 
ranges to support a wider range of 
missions than anything seen today,” 
Metal Shark CEO Chris Allard said in 
an email. 

The military won’t be the only one 
to benefit from the Marine’s LRUSV, 
which is using technologies that a few 
years ago were at an R&D level, if 
they existed at all, and making them 
operational for the autonomous mar-
ket. That advancement, said Allard, 
“will certainly impact” other markets, 
such as patrol boats, tugs or offshore 
supply vessels. 

Metal Shark is currently integrat-
ing the autonomy and command and 
control systems in collaboration with 
Spatial Integrated Systems. The boat-
yard is also building manned support 
boats for the LRUSV, based on its 40 
Defiant military patrol boat that is cur-
rently being built as the Navy’s 40PB 
patrol boat. 
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Systems Command, the Jeanerette, La., 
boatbuilder was chosen to design, build 
and test the LRUSV in conjunction 
with Spatial Integrated Systems, which 
is responsible for the vessel’s autono-
mous capabilities.

Metal Shark’s Sharktech Autono-
mous Vessels division, created in 2018 
to focus on the advancement of un-

Metal Shark is building manned support 
boats for the LRUSV, based on its 40 Defiant 
military patrol boat.
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When Major Marine Tours of Seward, Alaska, con-
tracted with All American Marine in Bellingham, 

Wash., for two new boats, everyone was happy. Major Ma-
rine got a good discount for a pair of identical, high-quality 
catamarans, and All American would be able to expedite 
construction with twin projects. 

“Then Covid hit,” said Colby Lawrence, vice president of 
Major Marine in Seward. “We decided to build just one.”

In late April, that “one," an 87'×32', 150-passenger cat, 
was headed to its new homeport with a crew of four as 
it worked its way north and then west across the Gulf of 
Alaska. “They’ve had some weather issues,” said Lawrence, 
“so they’re a few days behind what we had hoped for. We’d 
like that boat to get here as soon as possible so we can get it 
in service.”

Demand for sightseeing cruises out of Seward this year 
is surprisingly good, according the Lawrence. “We thought 
we would be a little better than last year, but the bookings 
right now are amazing,” he said. 

As soon as the new boat, named Spirit of Matushka, 
joins the Major Marine � eet, it will be able to ful� ll all the 
company’s primary runs, from a six-and-a-half hour cruise 
down to the Northwestern Fjord, deep inside the Kenai 

Fjords National Park, to a three-and-a-half hour cruise 
around Resurrection Bay, a large fjord with Seward at its 
northern end. 

The new boat is powered by four Scania DI16 082 en-
gines, each rated at 788 hp at 2,100 rpm, with four Ham-
iltonJet HM422 waterjets. With this propulsion package, 
the Teknicraft-designed catamaran with a � xed aluminum 
hydrofoil can easily top 30 knots, but the expected cruising 
speed will be 27 to 29 knots. At that speed, the operators 
will be able to venture out farther from home in search of 
whales. It also provides the best fuel economy for distance 
traveled, according to Lawrence. 

Whale-watching and other wildlife viewing is a prime at-
traction for Major Marine guests. So is nosing up to glaciers 
that spill from the Harding ice� eld into the waters of Kenai 
Fjords National Park. A signi� cant feature of the new boat 
is the stadium-style standing area at the bow. With lots of 
handrails and non-slip deck coverings, the � ve levels will 
provide safe and unimpeded views looking forward. “As 
we’ve been posting things on social media,” said Law-
rence, “we’re getting a huge response to the fact that we 
have the stadium standing up on the bow.”

The Spirit of Matushka also features an open-air third 
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87’ catamaran passenger vessel works in Seward, Alaska.
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All American delivers new 
150-passenger cat to Alaska  
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deck on top with covered seating and a curved windscreen 
forward. “You can see 360 degrees when you’re up there,” 
said Lawrence.

Two enclosed cabins have tables at every seat and electri-
cal outlets with USB plugs at every table. Food service 
includes coffee, tea and water on all cruises, and deli sand-
wiches on all trips over six hours.

Two conventional heads and one handicap-accessible 
head are located on the main deck.

Another feature of the new boat that Lawrence particu-
larly appreciates is Hamilton’s AVX controls. “It’s amazing. 
I’m a prop boat guy and have never really driven jet boats, 
but I jumped on the boat and could drive it without having 
to learn a new system because of the AVX controls. The 
stationkeeping and anchor watch are both great tools for a 
whale-watching boat.”   — Bruce Buls 

Gladding-Hearn delivers another pilot 
boat to the Maryland Pilots

The Susquehanna is the fourth and newest Chesapeake-
class pilot boat built at Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding

in Somerset, Mass., for the Association of Maryland Pilots. 
Previously, two Chesapeake-class pilot boats were built in 
2003 and one in 2011. 

The 52.6'×16.8'×4.8' Susquehanna was delivered in De-
cember and operates out of Lynnhaven, Va., at the entrance 
to Chesapeake Bay. The aluminum pilot boat is taking 
pilots to incoming ships off Cape Henry, a run of six to 
eight miles. 

While all four boats fall into the Ray Hunt designed 
Chesapeake class, there have been improvements over the 
years. As Peter Duclos, president of Gladding-Hearn said, 
“This is not a static design.”

The 52.6'x16.8'x4.8' Susquehanna
was delivered in December and 

operates out of Lynnhaven, Va., at 
the entrance to Chesapeake Bay.
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  BOATBUILDING BITTS

Marad announced in April that it had awarded $19.6 
million in grants to 31 small shipyards in 15 

states through the Small Shipyard Grant Program. The 
funds will help these small shipyards modernize, increase 
productivity, and expand local employment opportunities 
while competing in the global marketplace. Since 2008, 
Marad’s Small Shipyard Grant Program has awarded 
$262.5 million to nearly 300 shipyards in 32 states and 
territories throughout the U.S. 

Foss Maritime’s new 6,866-hp, 90-ton bollard pull 
tug Rachael Allen will be the first U.S.-flag harbor tug to 
integrate autonomous systems in real-world commercial 
operations, the companies said. The project also marks 
the first installation of a Sea Machines autonomous sys-
tem on a vessel over 5,000 hp, the Boston-based company 
said. After completion, the tug will operate in California, 
where it will provide tanker escort and ship assist ser-
vices. The Rachael Allen is powered by two MTU Tier 4 
engines, producing 6,866 hp. Towing equipment includes 
a Markey DEPGF-52R winch with 750' of 10" synthetic 
line on the bow and a Markey DEPC-32 stern winch with 
250' of 6.5" circumference line on the stern.

In March, Eastern Shipbuilding Group Inc., Pan-
ama City, Fla., launched the ferry Dorothy Day at the 
shipyard’s Allanton facility. The Dorothy Day is the third 
of three new 4,500-passenger Ollis-class ferries for the 
city of New York’s Staten Island Ferry. The three new 
Ollis-class 320'×70'×21'6" double-ended ferries are from 
a design by Elliot Bay Design Group, Seattle. Each 
ferry features four Electro-Motive Diesel (EMD) 12-710 
EPA Tier 4 marine propulsion engines, with two engines 
powering one Reintjes DUP 3000 P combining gear, 
and one 36 RV6 ECS/285-2 Voith Schneider propel-
ler at each end of the vessel. Total installed horsepower 
is 9,900. Geislinger torsional couplings are installed on 
the EMD fl ywheels and provide torsional damping and 
driveline misalignment from the resiliently mounted EMD 

The Rachael Allen will be a sister vessel 
to the Leisa Florence.
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engines. The � rst ferry, Michael H. Ollis, was launched in 
2019. The second, Sandy Ground, was launched in 2020.

Vane Brothers recently took delivery of the Cape 
Henry, a 3,000-hp, steel model bow tug, the 18th Mary-
land-built towing vessel to join the Baltimore-based com-
pany’s � eet. Featuring a design by the late Frank Basile 
of Entech Designs LLC, Kenner, La., the 94'×32' Cape 
Henry has a hull depth of 13.3'. The vessel is outfitted 
with twin 1,500-hp Caterpillar 3512 main engines with 
conventional shafts, rudders and � anking rudders. The 
Cats turn a pair of Hung Shen 4-bladed stainless-steel 
propellers through Twin Disc MGX-5600 gears with 6:1 
ratios. The propulsion system gives the tug a top speed 
of 12.5 knots. For ship’s service power, there’s two John 
Deere 99-kW generator drive engines. The tug accommo-
dates up to � ve crewmembers and features large, modern 
private and semiprivate quarters. On deck is a Jon-
Rie Series 500 hydraulic towing winch. There’s tankage 
for 60,000 gals. of fuel, and 3,000 gals. potable water. 
Since 2008, 16 3,000-hp model bow tugs and two 3,000-
hp pushboats have been delivered to Vane by Chesapeake 
Shipbuilding Corp., Salisbury, Md.

Conrad Shipyard held a keel laying ceremony recently 
for Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company’s (GLDD) 
6,500-cu.-yd. trailing suction hopper dredge at its Amelia, 
La., shipyard. Delivery is scheduled by the end of the first 
quarter of 2023. The contract for the new dredge includes 
an option to build an additional dredge, should market 
conditions warrant. Conrad is constructing the dredge 
based on a design provided by Great Lakes’ in-house 
engineering department in collaboration with C-Job 
Naval Architects.

U.S. Watercraft, Hubert, N.C., has signed an exclu-
sive licensing agreement with SeaArk Marine to use the 
complete portfolio of SeaArk’s commercial � re� ghting, 
military, survey, and workboat designs. U.S. Watercraft 
builds aluminum and steel vessels and is located on the 
Intracoastal Waterway in North Carolina. The SeaArk 
Marine brand has a storied history. From its beginnings 

A new feature on the Susquehanna is the Humphree 
interceptor trim controls with its automatic trim optimiza-
tion on the transom. The earlier boats were powered with 
MTU Series 60 engines, but since those are no longer EPA 
approved, the MTUs have been replaced with a pair of 
Volvo Penta D16 Tier-3 diesels, matched up with ZF 500-
1A gearboxes and 5-bladed Brunton nibral props. 

During sea trials that power package pushed the Susque-
hanna to a little over 26 knots. That’s despite the fact that 
the Susquehanna is heavier — by just under 1,000 lbs. — 
than its predecessors, due to more fuel and that the Volvos 
weigh more than the MTUs.

“What’s remarkable,” said Duclos, “is the boat burns a 
little less fuel than the original boats.” He attributes that to 
“things like improvement in the propeller design.”

The amidship-mounted wheelhouse with forward leaning 
windows has not changed. Inside are � ve NorSap shock 
mitigating reclining seats, baggage racks for the pilots and 
the two crew, and cabinetry. 

In the fo’c’sle are a settee, porta-potty, bunk, lockers for 
tools and safety gear, and an immersion suit rack. A 12-kW 
Northern Lights generator provides power for heat and air 
conditioning. 

Pilots board a ship by going up an aft ladder on the 
wheelhouse that leads to a hinged boarding platform on the 
roof. In the winter the side decks and handrails are heated 
to prevent ice buildup.

If a pilot falls in the water, he can be retrieved with a 
hydraulically powered J-Basket rescue system. 

Pilots have told Duclos that “the boat handles better 
offshore, is more comfortable and can run faster in heavier 
seas” then the earlier boats. 

In April, Gladding-Hearn had nearly completed a � fth pi-
lot boat for the Maryland Pilots. It measures 47.7'×14.9' and 
will operate out of Baltimore Harbor. — Michael Crowley

Brix Marine delivers new 49-passenger 
ferry to Hat Island, Washington

The 45'×18'4" Hat Island Ferry recently entered service 
for the community of Hat Island, Wash.

The passenger ferry has a capacity of 49 passengers plus 
crew and transports people and cargo as part of a weekly 
ferry schedule to and from the Port of Everett, Wash.

Brix Marine (formerly Armstrong Marine USA), Port 
Angeles, Wash., designed and built the walk-on ferry. The 
new boat is built on the second generation of Brix’s semi-
displacement passenger hull, the 4519-DCT.

“Boat manager Udo Gerz was instrumental in getting 
the Hat project off the ground. Both Udo and boat Captain 
Shane Dunn made many visits to our facility,” said Capt. 
Charlie Crane, Brix Marine’s sales and marketing man-
ager. “Brix Marine’s 4518 semi-displacement catamaran 
— Subchapter T for 49 passengers and crew — is the per-
fect vessel for anyone looking for a people transporter that 

The third of three Ollis-class ferries for New York.
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can � t into many small marinas that carries 49 passengers 
along with two luggage storage areas, including an over-
head storage like you would � nd on an airplane. There are 
also three boarding areas, double gate on the bow and port 
and starboard gates, and a concession stand.”   

Main propulsion comes from twin Cummins QSL9 
405-hp engines and shaft and wheel propulsion, delivering 
a cruise speed of 14 to 17 knots with 0.8 mpg fuel economy. 
The design includes a Side Power SE 150/215T 24-volt 
bowthruster in each hull, which provide added maneuver-
ability. 

Two passenger gates at the bow, plus a side door aft, 
expedite the boarding process. Additional exterior custom-
izations include 12 deck tie-down points and an aluminum 
davit (500-lb. SWL) for cargo transport.

The 4519-DCT’s full width main cabin with forward 
leaning raised pilothouse is designed to allow for � exible 
interior layout options. The cabin, designed to accom-
modate 43 passengers, includes multiple lockers as well as 
overhead storage bins for luggage and cargo. The cushioned 
bench seats include more storage underneath.

The aft deck has additional seating for four passengers as 
well as two 1,500-watt infrared electric heaters to ensure 
passenger comfort. The aft cabin includes a counter for 
ticket sales and concession stand, complete with additional 
storage shelving, microwave and refrigerator. The head is 
accessed from the aft deck. 

The Hat Island Ferry is “the most stable, seaworthy, 
and safe boat I’ve had the pleasure to work on,” said Capt. 
Dunn.

Hat Island is a small, private island community in Sno-
homish County, Wash. The island is nestled in Possession 
Sound between Everett, Whidbey, and Camano islands. It 
operates a weekly ferry schedule to and from the Port of 
Everett. — Ken Hocke

U.S. Watercraft will build SeaArk Marine 
commercial designs.
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   BOATBUILDING BITTS

as the MonArk Boat Company in 1959, the company 
developed over the years into separate commercial 
and recreational lines. The popular recreational 
brand SeaArk Boats remains a separate entity while 
SeaArk Marine designs will be sold exclusively under 
the U.S. Watercraft brand.

Gibbs & Cox Inc., Arlington, Va., announced in May 
that the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Philadelphia, 
awarded the company a $20 million prime contract to 
perform various ship sustainment and maintenance func-
tions for the Materials, Structures, Environmental and 
Protection Division. Work will be split between New 
York (70%) and Philadelphia (30%) with an anticipated 
completion date of April 2026.

Bollinger Shipyards LLC has delivered the fast 
response cutter (FRC) Glen Harris to the U.S. Coast 
Guard in Key West, Fla. The FRC is the 167th vessel 
Bollinger has delivered to the Coast Guard over a 35-
year period and the 44th FRC delivered under the current 
program. The Glen Harris is the third of six cutters 
destined for overseas operations in Manama, Bahrain. 
For the FRC, which has a draft of 9'6", Bollinger is 
using a design based on the Damen Stan Patrol Boat 
4708. Main propulsion comes from twin MTU 20V4000 
M93L diesel engines, producing 2,900 hp each.

Safe Boats International delivered the � rst Stormer 
Marine workboat built under a Jones Act-compliant li-
censing agreement the two companies share to the Town 
of Hempstead, N.Y. The 6.8-meter (22') Porter 68S, 
delivered in late January, was recently put into service. 
Stormer workboats complement Safe Boats’ product 
line, offering platforms ranging from 4.5-meter (14.7') 
center console open workboats to 12-meter (39') twin-
engine cabin boats. 

The USS William P. Lawrence (DDG 110), an Arleigh 
Burke-class guided missile destroyer, docked at Pearl 
Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance 
Facility for the ship’s docking selected restricted 
availability (DSRA). Vigor began work that is expected 
to continue into early January 2022.49-passenger ferry for Washington.
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The tug Brian A McAllister accompanied the 
894’x105’x33’ Navy hospital ship Comfort in 

New York City last year, in response to the city’s 
coronavirus outbreak. 

The big story this year continues to be the coronavirus pandemic. At many ship-
yards, business has been steady despite the pandemic, but the big news recently 
has been a couple of acquisitions (see opposite page). Inland barge operators are 

still adapting to operations under Covid-19, but the industry has continued to move 
commodities (see page 34). Tug operators continue to build more advanced vessels as 
they look to the future (see page 36). The passenger vessel industry was stopped in its 
tracks last year by the coronavirus and is hoping to rebound this year (see page 37). The 
off shore energy industry was hit by the dual blow of plunging oil prices and the coronavi-
rus pandemic last year but now sees some hope (see page 39).
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ahead. We believe this divestiture is in 
the best interest of all our stakeholders, 
including our shareholders, employees 
and customers.”

Net cash proceeds from the sale will 
be approximately $15 million. Gulf 
Island is expected to use the cash for 
working capital liabilities associated 
with retained construction contracts 
and other shipyard division liabilities, 
and the wind down of shipyard division 
operations, which is expected to occur 
by mid-2022.

The sale includes Gulf Island’s ship-
yard division property and assets in 
Houma, La., including all four of the 
division’s drydocks — a 15,000-short-
ton drydock, 4,000-short-ton dry-
dock, 3,000-short-ton drydock and 
1,500-short-ton drydock. In addition, 
the transaction includes the long-term 
contracts and all related obligations 
for the construction of three research 
vessels for Oregon State University 
and five towing, salvage and rescue 
ships (T-ATS) for the U.S. Navy.

Bollinger has agreed to provide 
employment to most of the shipyard 
division’s employees associated with 
the acquired contracts.

Heo said the “ongoing risk-reward 
proposition in the shipyard business is 
uncertain given the low margin nature” 
of the business and the competitive 
landscape.  

Excluded from the transaction are 
liabilities associated with the divested 
construction contracts. Also excluded 

Big changes for the 
shipyard industry
By Ken Hocke, Senior Editor

It’s no secret that, in general, the 
boatbuilding business is a conser-
vative industry. Big decisions are 

made after long, deliberate examination 
of the facts in hand. Emotion is taken 
out of it.

Well, you wouldn’t think so when 
you look at the first four months of 
2021. That’s not to say that the moves 
made weren’t given the proper due 
diligence. It’s just that they all seemed 
to come at the same time — which is 
unusual.

BRYTON PURCHASES ALL 
AMERICAN

In March, it was announced that All 
American Marine (AAM) had been 
sold to Bryton Marine Group. No 
purchase price was released.

AAM builds highly specialized ves-
sels including high-speed catamarans, 
monohull cruise boats, research vessels 
and passenger ferries.

British Columbia-based Bryton Ma-
rine is a builder of 30' to 150' welded 
aluminum commercial, recreational 
and adventure boats. Family owned 
since 1992, the company’s portfolio 
includes Brix Marine (formerly Arm-
strong Marine USA) in Port Ange-
les, Wash., EagleCraft, Duckworth, 
KingFisher, Northwest and Weld-
craft boats.

“AAM is a formidable addition to 
our group,” Byron Bolton, Bryton 
Marine’s CEO said in announcing the 
purchase. “They are a great cultural fit 
with a highly talented team. Their keen 
focus on technological integration and 
commitment to shaping the future of 
hybrid-electric and hydrogen vessel 
implementation is inspiring.”

Proud of its ability to change with 
the times, AAM has built ultra-low 
wake hydrofoil-assisted catamarans 
and some of the first hybrid-electric 
Coast Guard-certified Subchapter T and 
K vessels. The shipyard is currently 
putting the final touches on the world’s 
first hydrogen fuel cell powered electric 

passenger vessel.
“Over the years, Byron and I have 

gained a mutual respect while building 
solid companies with similar values 
and focus on culture,” said All Ameri-
can owner and CEO Matt Mullett. “I 
wouldn’t turn the ownership of my 
business over to just anyone. I am con-
vinced that with this transition, AAM 
is well positioned to continue building 
state-of-the-art boats for our valued 
customers.”

BOLLINGER BUYS GULF ISLAND
Less than a month after the All Amer-

ican sale came news that Gulf Island 
Fabrication Inc. had sold its shipyard 
division to Bollinger Shipyards Inc. 
for $28.6 million.

Gulf Island said the sale will trans-
form the Houston-based company into 
a more focused, specialty fabrication 
business, positioning it for profitable 
growth in existing and new higher-
margin markets. 

“This is a transformational transac-
tion for Gulf Island, as it will enable 
us to accelerate our strategic priorities 
by significantly de-risking our busi-
ness and positioning us to pursue new, 
higher-margin opportunities within our 
fabrication and services division,” Rich-
ard Heo, Gulf Island’s president and 
CEO, said in announcing the sale. “We 
are well-positioned given the strategic 
initiatives implemented over the past 
year and we are excited by the oppor-
tunities for profitable growth that lie 

All American Marine was sold to Bryton Marine Group for an unspecified amount.
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from the Bollinger sale are the contracts 
for the construction of two 40-vehicle 
ferries for the North Carolina Depart-
ment of Transportation, a 70-vehicle 
ferry for the Texas Department of Trans-
portation, and two multipurpose offshore 
service vessels for Hornbeck Offshore 
Services that are subject to dispute.

Gulf Island anticipates a pre-tax loss 
of approximately $26 million to $28 mil-
lion in connection with the transaction.

AUSTAL USA EMBRACES STEEL
Shipyard acquisitions aren’t the only 

major changes announced in early 
2021. In 1999, Austal USA began 
aluminum shipbuilding operations in 
Mobile, Ala. It took several years for 
the yard to win the Navy contracts it 
coveted. Austal USA won two contracts 
— the 421'6"×103.7' Independence-
variant littoral combat ship and the 338' 
expeditionary fast transport vessel. The 
yard has delivered 24 ships to the Navy 
in the last nine years.

 Shipyard officials decided it was 
finally time to start building in steel, as 
well. So, in March, Austal USA broke 
ground on its steel manufacturing line 
with plans to start steel production 
in April 2022. The addition of steel 
capability is designed to keep Austal 
USA as a major contributor to the U.S. 
shipbuilding industrial base, the com-
pany said. 

“This world-class steel manufactur-
ing line is a treasure for the Gulf Coast, 

the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Coast 
Guard that will provide a much-needed 
boost to the defense industrial base and 
our nation’s defense,” U.S. Rep. Jerry 
Carl, R-Ala., said during groundbreak-
ing ceremonies. 

“As demand for the greater and 
larger Navy and Coast Guard fleets 
grows, Austal USA is investing to 
meet those changing requirements,” 
Rusty Murdaugh, Austal USA’s interim 
president said. “We’re investing in our 
people, we’re investing in our process-
es, and we’re investing in our facilities 
and capabilities.”

During World War II, residents of 
Mobile built steel Liberty ships that 
were critical to the war effort. In the 
coming years, Austal will look to build 

and deliver steel vessels needed by the 
Coast Guard and Navy.

Inland operators 
continue to move cargo 
and deal with Covid 
By Pamela Glass, Washington 
Correspondent

It was an unprecedented year for the 
barge industry, with demands to con-
tinue operations during a global pan-
demic forcing inland barge and towing 
companies to adapt, adjust and rethink 
their operations in many new ways.

Over the past year, a relatively insular 
industry which works as a quiet trans-
portation motor of the U.S. economy, 
has found itself reaching far outside its 
bubble — conferring with safety and 
hygiene consultants in formulating Co-
vid-19 safety and sanitation protocols, 
hiring contractors to reconfigure office 
space, serving as a conduit of infor-
mation about Covid-19 vaccines and 
their availability for employees, hiring 
doctors to answer employee questions 
about Covid and vaccine safety, and 
consulting with workplace experts 
about dealing with employees who 
refuse to wear masks.

The pandemic also forced the in-
dustry to rethink how it handles crew 
changes, sources food and prepares 
meals on vessels, conducts required 
federal vessel inspections, pays for 

For barge operators, business has been 
improving over the past few months.
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A rendering of Austal USA’s new 
steel manufacturing facility.
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unexpected costs of personal safety 
equipment and cleaning supplies, and 
handles sick mariners and vessels that 
need to be taken out of service for 
quarantine.

THE COVID FACTOR
Covid is a “constant factor, a constant 

thought” in every decision made at 
Golding Barge Line in Vicksburg, 
Miss., said president Austin Golding. 
“It affected how we market our business 
and how we meet, which became more 
virtual, as well as how we connect with 
our employees. Covid affected every-
thing we did, even personal vacations 
and time off, everything was rolled 
back.”

He said the pandemic “was certainly 
not positive on our business,” caus-
ing a 10%-30% drop in the company’s 
revenue, depending on what quarter is 
evaluated.

While operational shifts were chal-
lenging and costly with new Covid 
protocols, the pandemic also brought 
so-called “demand destruction” for 
some of the core energy commodities 
the industry transports, namely petro-
leum, chemical products and coal, due 
to a steep drop in consumer demand for 
gasoline, diesel and jet fuel.

“Last year was extremely diffi cult,” 
said Peter Stephaich, chairman and 
CEO of Campbell Transportation, 
Houston, Pa., which is heavily involved 
in coal transport. “Volumes dropped 
signifi cantly, and in a capital intensive 
business with boats, barges and assets, 
it’s hard to adjust.”

Over the past few months, things are 
improving, he added, with “volumes 
slowly picking up across the board.”

The tank barge sector was hit espe-
cially hard by these changing econom-
ics, coming on the heels of an already 
challenged energy market. But the 
situation could have been worse. Unlike 
other industries that had to shut down 
due to the pandemic, the barge industry 
was deemed nationally essential and 
had to keep working.

Although some barges were laid up, 
many still had work fulfi lling existing 
contracts or responding to the need 

for products that were still in demand, 
according to Ken Ericksen, senior vice 
president and head of client advisory 
and development at IHS Markit, an 
information and advisory fi rm.

It took a few months after last year’s 
shutdowns for slowdowns to appear in 
the barge market, said Ericksen, who 
follows the industry. “June was the 
lowest month for cargo movement. That 
was the infl ection point for the inland 
river system in chemicals, petroleum, 
coal and coke.”

The industry also had to deal with 
a record-breaking number of extreme 
hurricanes that hit the Gulf region late 
last summer and fall, requiring addi-
tional application of company emer-
gency preparedness plans and posing 
many logistical challenges. Barge 
operators are used to such disruptions 
from storms, high water, fl ooding and 
droughts, but dealing with a pandemic 
is on another level. “Weather events 
give us operational hurdles, but this 
involves the health of our crews,” Gold-
ing said. “Having an impact on our 
crews is different, much more intense.”

The pandemic also forced the indus-
try to shift its lobbying focus in Wash-
ington, with an unusual emphasis on 
asking Congress for federal aid to help 
cover pandemic-related expenses, and 
asking federal and state offi cials to give 
vaccination priority to mariners. Many 
companies applied for help through 
the Paycheck Protection Program and 

for small businesses loans available 
through pandemic relief legislation 
passed by Congress last summer.

The industry also saw a slight bump 
in business, as ship-assist tug operators 
guided federal hospital ships involved 
in Covid response in and out of harbors 
and some barge companies moved 
products used to make sanitizers and 
PPE equipment, as well as wood prod-
ucts used to fabricate paper towels and 
toilet paper that were in short supply 
last spring. 

Unrelated to the pandemic, dry bulk 
carriers enjoyed strong demand to move 
what is expected to be a record amount 
of corn, while soybean exports are 
expected to be robust in 2021.

“Export grain has certainly been a 
bright spot this year,” Jennifer Carpen-
ter, president and CEO of the American 
Waterways Operators, said in a Work-
Boat interview in March. “We had a 
bountiful harvest, we had robust orders 
for corn and soybeans, particularly from 
China, some of our foreign competitors 
put a pause on their exports, so that has 
been a real positive.” But, she cautions, 
this does not mean boom times for the 
industry, as demand is off in so many 
other sectors.

The industry also learned new ways 
of doing business that could remain 
into the future: setting up work-at-home 
operations for land-based employees, 
doing Coast Guard vessel inspections 
virtually, and establishing health pro-

A crewmember receives a temperature check before boarding the hybrid tug Ralph.
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tocols that will be useful in keeping workers healthy in many 
other situations.

Meanwhile, federal funding for lock and dam moderniza-
tion continued to be strong over the past year. The election 
of President Joe Biden has brought highly visible support for 
the Jones Act and for developing offshore wind farms, which 
could open new opportunities to many sectors of the work-
boat industry. His climate change plans, however, could hurt 
companies moving fossil fuel energy products, and some in 
the industry worry that his proposed corporate tax increases 
could stunt investment and economic growth, leading to 
weakened demand for barging services.

In addition, if approved by Congress, the waterways indus-
try could be in line for as much as $17 billion for waterways 
and port improvements under Biden’s infrastructure proposal. 

Tug companies looking to the future

By Ken Hocke, Senior Editor

In WorkBoat’s latest annual Construction Survey published 
in October, during the 12-month period from October 2019 to 
October 2020, 54 tugs were contracted for, delivered, or were 
currently under construction. That number has grown since 

then.
“Our hope is that the next few years will see the implemen-

tation of the first remotely operated tugs and are continuing 
development of our RAmora series of designs and furthering 
discussions with owners and regulators,” said Mike Fitz-
patrick, president and CEO, Robert Allan Ltd., Vancouver, 
British Columbia. “Given the unique configurations of each 
port, ship and environmental conditions we fully expect there 
to always be some level of human involvement in tug opera-
tions, even if 10-plus years from now that means the masters 
are performing docking maneuvers from the relative comfort 
and safety of a remote console at the port facility.

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT
Tug designers, owners and operators focus on the here and 

now, while keeping one eye on tomorrow’s demands — au-
tonomous vessel applications, full battery power, and more 
hybrid fuel operations.

“Our expectation is that in the coming years owners will 
further embrace green technologies to reduce environmental 
effects both above and below the waterline,” said Fitzpatrick. 
“Today’s newbuilds implement the latest exhaust emissions 
controls. Additionally, underwater radiated noise is also 
gaining higher importance to owners and ports reducing the 
impact the tugs have on the surrounding marine environment. 
Items such as hybrid propulsion systems or the use of large 
capacity energy storage batteries provide the opportunity to 
reduce the environmental footprint of the newest generation of 
tugs and we are not only working with owners on new designs 
implementing these features, but also seeing them move for-
ward with the actual construction.”

Tug companies are seeing requests for vessels that utilize 
existing technologies while having the flexibility to adapt for 
alternative fuels. “We have a number of concepts under devel-
opment that utilize alternative fuels and hybrid technologies to 
meet customer requirements,” said Cole Van Gundy, direc-
tor, commercial operations, Crowley Engineering Services. 
“Some level of automation will be included within many of 
our new vessel designs to augment the operators’ abilities.”

Containerships have been growing in recent years in order 
to handle additional containers aboard a single ship. This 
change has created challenges for harbor tug operators. 

“Customers have indeed been asking for higher power, 
more compact tugs to handle the large, new 20,000-plus TEU 
containerships entering service and the U.S. ports undertaking 
major dredging projects,” said Fitzpatrick. “Five to 10 years 
ago, 70- to 80-ton tugs were thought of as very high power 
but increasingly have become the norm for many new tugs. As 
more tugs are performing indirect escort towing maneuvers 
to safely handle these larger ships at increased transit speeds, 
thankfully more of them are also being built to the latest 
escort towing safety standards.”

However, the TEU growth in containerships is a trend that 
may have seen its heyday for now.

“I don’t think you will see the tremendous leaps in TEU ca-
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pacity over the next decade as compared 
with the large growth in capacity in the 
prior decade due to the physical and 
logistical limitations in U.S. ports,” said 
Porter Sesnon, general manager, ship as-
sist and harbor escort services, Crowley 
Shipping. “You will likely see more 
powerful tugs in a smaller and smaller 
package. It is unlikely that we will see 
more tugs in the markets given cost and 
rate pressures and oversupply of tugs 
currently in the market.”

Continuous advances in technology 
can shorten the life expectancy of cell 
phones, televisions, and computers. 
What about today’s tugs?

“In some ways the technological 
advances could be viewed as shortening 
the economic life expectancy, but, in re-
ality, we are having many conversations 
with owners about the operating costs of 
the new tugs 10-15 years after construc-
tion which didn’t previously occur,” said 
Fitzpatrick. “Considering these longer 
timeframes and higher maintenance 
costs is enabling some owners to justify 
the increased investment in items like 
hybrid propulsion and battery power 
that can then reduce the operating costs 
over the long term.”

Today, marine companies of all types 
and sizes have to deal with an enemy 
that wasn’t a real threat a few, short 
years ago — cybersecurity.

“Robert Allan Ltd. utilizes a continu-
ally monitored and robust IT system 
to address the global rise in cyberat-
tacks,” said Fitzpatrick. “The benefits 

of some of the additional features we 
have implemented over the last few 
years though now also allow for almost 
instantaneous data retrieval from si-
multaneous offsite storage on the cloud 
which helps guard against some of the 
more conventional threats such as fire, 
flooding or earthquakes.”

The future for tugs is brighter than 
ever with an ever-increasing focus on 
carbon reduction and sustainability, 
according to Paul Manzi, vice president, 
ship assist and escort, Crowley Ship-
ping. “It is a segment of the maritime 
industry that is ripe with opportunity to 
apply alternate energy sources to supply 
power, whether it is electric supplied 
by batteries charged by shoreside utility 
company sources or dedicated micro-
grids powered by fuel cells or hydrogen 
(tailored to meet each location’s specific 
needs), LNG as direct fuel, or in hybrid 
configurations or bio-fuels. The smaller 
localized systems give great opportunity 
to provide a lower carbon footprint.”  

Manzi said he expects efficiency and 
safety to continue to improve. “With the 
application of autonomous technology, 
there is an opportunity to manage oper-
ating costs more closely and provide a 
safer operation,” he said. “This can be 
achieved through use of cameras and 
sensors aiding in navigation, shoreside 
monitoring of engine performance and 
power supply, and improving dispatch-
ing efficiency through the use of artifi-
cial intelligence to predict movement 
patterns.”

Passenger vessels are 
ready for a rebound

By Dale DuPont, Correspondent

The first three months of this year 
were the best early start in the South-
ern Belle Riverboat’s 35-year history. 
All that pent-up demand is likely a 
good omen for the months ahead not 
only for the Chattanooga, Tenn., com-
pany but also for other passenger vessel 
operators who survived a brutal 2020.

 “We’re family owned, so we don’t 
have a ton of overhead,” said general 
manager Capt. Jon Reinert. And like 
others who were able to reopen, they 
ran at a fraction of their certified 
capacity and made adjustments like 
offering cheese and charcuterie boards 
instead of buffets.

But it’s still a long way back to pre-
Covid-19 days when the market was 
booming. The pandemic and subse-
quent government edicts put people out 
of business for doing nothing wrong.  

Operators without a ton of debt felt 
fortunate. Everyone welcomed federal 
relief programs and hoped there might 
be more to come through aid aimed at 
restaurants, for example. They tackled 
mask and social distancing require-
ments, watched corporate and group 
business all but vanish, laid off staff, 
tried to navigate ever-changing rules 
and looked for new revenue streams. 
They faced civil unrest in cities like 
Chicago and Portland, Ore., hurricanes 
and higher insurance rates.

  Now, they’re also dealing with a 
new Coast Guard inspection policy that 
designates some vessels “high risk” 
and facing a possible rule requiring 
safety management systems. 

On the plus side, U.S.-flag overnight 
cruises have restarted after a year-long 
lockdown, and two new Staten Island 
ferries finally are expected in New 
York City this year after storm and 
pandemic delays.

COVID AND SHUTDOWNS
“The state and county shut us down 

several times,” said Terry Wirginis, 
president and owner of Gateway Clip-

Alaska-class 100,000-bbl. ATB powered by 128' tug.
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in an eight-month season that dwindled 
to less than a month. “It’s been a couple 
of tough years,” Skrmetta said. But “we 
see light at the end of the tunnel,” with 
increased vaccinations and masks. He’s 
getting 40-50 calls a day from people 
who want to know how to access the 
island. He’s also expanded their dolphin 
and sunset cruises from Gulfport, Miss.

Fire Island Ferries, Bay Shore, 
N.Y., did better than anticipated with 
business down 30% in 2020 over 2019, 
and they had no reported cases of the 
virus. “Fire Island is like a safe haven 
for people,” said general manager Capt. 
Dave Anderson.

The biggest challenge was face-mask 
policing. “We had to hire security ex-
clusively for face-mask compliance,” he 
said, and that cost more than $150,000. 
They’re keeping the security.

His heart goes out to others hit hard 
by the shutdowns, Anderson said. 
“There are very few operators who 
were successful.”

 Adding to everyone’s woes are 
sharply higher insurance costs.

The increases for not just the marine 
market are the product of several years 
of very low rates plus insurance compa-
nies paying out more in claims, and this 
year they’re experiencing losses due to 
Covid, said Peter Robinson, vice presi-
dent, Robinson & Son LLC, Hudson 
Falls, N.Y., whose specialties include 
the maritime industry.

What’s more, insurance companies 
have been on the losing end of policy 
disputes. Business interruption insur-

ance generally covers physical damage 
but not government shutdowns. “Courts 
and legislatures have changed that 
dynamic,” he said.

“It’s a perfect storm of a number of 
things,” Robinson said. In the ma-
rine market, increases over the last 
18 months have averaged about 10%, 
“even if you’ve had no losses.” Rate 
hikes may be considerably more if there 
have been losses, or the business may 
not be able to get insurance. He expects 
the increases for two or three more 
years.

U.S.-flag overnight operators such 
as American Cruise Lines, American 
Queen Steamboat Co., and UnCruise 
Adventures are running again at re-
duced capacities and with strict health 
protocols.

The giant, foreign-flag lines this 
spring were still waiting for the OK 
to sail from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC). Their 
absence from ports also hurts local 
vessel operators who count on big ship 
passengers to take their tours. Florida 
and Alaska sued the CDC in April to 
get the big ships sailing again and stop 
the loss of billions of dollars in eco-
nomic activity because of the agency’s 
no-sail order.

Meanwhile, shipyards are launching 
passenger vessels and some delayed 
deliveries are finally set.  

The Michael H. Ollis, first of three 
new 320'×70'×21'6" double-ended fer-
ries for Staten Island Ferry, is expect-
ed to arrive in New York in June and 
enter service in November, according to 
the mayor’s office. The 4,500-passenger 
vessel designed by Elliott Bay Design 
Group, Seattle, and built by Eastern 
Shipbuilding Group Inc., Panama 
City, Fla., was launched in 2019 but the 
virus affected delivery. 

The second, the Sandy Ground, was 
launched in 2020 and is expected in the 
city this December with service starting 
next year. The third, the Dorothy Day, 
was launched in April. The three will 
replace the Samuel I. Newhouse and 
Andrew J. Barberi, both commissioned 
in 1981, and the 55-year-old John F. 
Kennedy.

per Fleet, Pittsburgh. The company 
operated two and sometimes three of 
their five boats last year and did 17% 
of 2019’s business. Instead of 400,000 
passengers, they carried 36,000. “The 
biggest issue we had was trying to meet 
the social distancing requirements on 
all our vessels.” 

A bright spot this year: all five of 
their Easter Bunny cruises were sold 
out. 

“I’m very pleased and excited to see 
how our crew has stuck with us,” he 
said. “I’m pleased to see the number of 
people who want to come back.” 

“2020 was a horrible year for every-
one in the passenger vessel industry,” 
said Capt. Louis Skrmetta, CEO of 
Ship Island Excursions, Gulfport, 
Miss., which serves the Gulf Islands 
National Seashore. And it was particu-
larly hard on the small family business 
started by his grandfather, Capt. Pete 
Skrmetta, in 1926, which survived by 
trying to keep costs down in the off 
season and with loyal employees.

They were shut down by the National 
Park Service because of Covid, then al-
lowed to reopen only to be closed again 
by storms in the Gulf of Mexico which 
damaged the island ferry landing and 
other facilities. The park service does 
not have a completion date for repairs, 
a spokesman said. They had to move 
their boats to safe harbor four times. 
And when Hurricane Zeta blew through 
in late October, they lost the last two 
weeks of their season. 

 They usually average 55,000 passen-
gers, but last year they had about 8,900 

Gateway Clipper Fleet did only 17% of 2019’s business. Instead of 400,000 
passengers, the company carried only 36,000.
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As wind receives a 
boost, will oil and gas 
see better days?

By David Krapf, Editor in Chief

Shortly after he took offi ce, President 
Joe Biden issued executive orders that 
called for an end to fossil fuel subsidies 
and froze new leasing off the Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS). At the same 
time, he directed the Department of 
Interior (DOI) to review permitting 
processes and identify other steps the 
U.S. can take to double offshore wind 
capacity over the next decade. Then, in 
the spring, Biden fl oated plans to offer 
$3 billion in federal loan guarantees for 
offshore wind developments.

This leaves Gulf of Mexico oil and 
gas producers to try to move forward 
in an uncertain economic climate, even 
as energy demand and prices have 
improved recently. “Operators don’t 
have the willingness to go against the 
economics, which the industry histori-
cally has done at times, but it’s been 
done on the basis of confi dence in the 
future,” veteran energy analyst Allen 
Brooks told WorkBoat earlier this year. 
“Right now, you don’t have confi dence 
in what’s going to be allowed in the 
Gulf.”

Brooks continued: “I think the Gulf 
has several challenges. Yes, prices are 
up and that’s good. Cash fl ow for com-
panies are improving and that’s good. 

But, then you have the unknown, which 
at the moment is what the heck is gov-
ernment policy going to be? Right now, 
I think the best we can hope for is that 
we’ve passed the bottom and things 
will be a little bit better.”

And based on recent fi rst-quarter 
earnings reports, that may be the case. 
During Transocean’s fi rst-quarter con-
ference call in May, Jeremy Thigpen, 
president and CEO, delivered positive 
news about his company’s performance 
and the market.

“Picking up in 2021, essentially 
where we left off in 2020, as you may 
remember from our last call, we deliv-
ered the best overall annual operational 
performance in Transocean’s history. 
This performance continued into the 
fi rst quarter of 2021 as we delivered 
over 97% uptime across our global 
fl eet, achieving one of the strongest 
operational quarters in company his-
tory in both uptime and safety perfor-
mance,” Thigpen told analysts.

As compelling evidence, he said, 
of an improving market, was the 
ultradeepwater drillship Deepwater 
Asgard’s three-well contract award 
from Beacon Offshore Energy. The 
contract includes two wells priced at 
$240,000 a day and a third well, which 
requires managed pressure drilling, 
priced at $280,000 a day. “This award 
adds over $30 million in backlog and 
provides us with the opportunity to 
reactivate our warm stack asset in the 

Gulf of Mexico,” said Thigpen. “The 
campaign is expected to commence 
in June and should continue through 
October and includes a one well option. 
While we are still not earning the day 
rates we want or need to provide the 
appropriate returns to our sharehold-
ers, this picture clearly demonstrates 
both the tightening market in the Gulf 
of Mexico and Transocean’s ability 
to command premium rates based 
upon our industry leading assets and 
services.” 

The Asgard, according to Trans-
ocean, is one of the most technically 
advanced assets in the U.S. Gulf of 
Mexico. “As such, we’re excited to get 
her back on contract at what is cur-
rently a market-leading day rate,” said 
Thigpen. “And we’re actively bidding 
the Asgard into multiple follow-on 
opportunities in the Gulf of Mexico, 
reinforcing our belief that the offshore 
recovery is starting to take shape.”

Offshore service vessel operator 
Tidewater is also optimistic that the 
market is improving and the worst is 
behind them. “In our fi rst reassessment 
of the recovery in the market after the 
pandemic broke out, it was on this call, 
the fi rst quarter call last year,” Quin-
tin Kneen, president and CEO, told 
analysts during the company’s May 7 
earnings call. “At that time, I indicated 
we thought business would be down 
25% and that it would take 18 months 
for the industry to rebalance. Business 
was down 28% year-over-year, and I 
now anticipate it will be the fi rst quar-
ter of 2022 before we get back to where 
we were from a supply-and-demand 
perspective in the fi rst quarter of 2020, 
essentially putting us back two years. 
The worst, of course, is defi nitely 
behind us.”

And Rystad Energy Oil Markets 
Analyst Louise Dickson commented in 
early May that “the bullish momentum 
for oil prices looks like it’s here to stay 
as traders stand by their solid expecta-
tions that global demand is going to 
grow very soon, outpacing supply.”

Correspondent Jim Redden contrib-
uted to this report.
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Stacked Candy Fleet fast supply vessels in Morgan City, La., 
on the banks of the Atchafalaya River. 
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Breaux Pilot Boats 

40

The Sabine Pilots needed a new monohull 
pilot boat. Not just any boat, but one that 
would keep the Port Arthur, Texas, organi-

zation’s pilots safe and comfortable during their 
unique ride to and from the Gulf of Mexico. 

In March, that’s what they got from Breaux’s 
Bay Craft, Loreauville, La., when the shipyard 
delivered the 90'×23'×12'4" aluminum pilot 
boat Spindletop to the Sabine Pilots, which serve 
the Texas ports of Orange, Port Arthur and Beau-
mont.

“We went to Breaux for a custom-built pilot boat 
that would maximize safety and comfort for our 
17-mile stretch in the Gulf of Mexico and could 
not be happier with our choice,” said Kenneth 
Leslee Hurd, boat superintendent, Sabine Pilots, 
Unit 31. “The Spindletop with its four Hamilton
jets coupled to the 4,800-hp Scania engines, Hum-
phree active ride trim tabs, and Breaux’s new hull 
design, she cuts through our constant three-four-
foot chop that we run on a daily basis with ease. 
Another great feature from Hamilton is their new 

AVX (boat mouse) system that allows the opera-
tor to maneuver the vessel with ease in restricted 
areas.”

“This is the biggest all-aluminum pilot boat 
built in the U.S.,” said Roy Breaux, the shipyard’s 
owner. “There are bigger ones in other parts of the 
world, but this is the largest in the U.S.”

DIFFERENT DESIGN
Breaux’s Bay Craft has specialized in building 

aluminum offshore crewboats for decades. Howev-
er, the shrinking oil and gas industry in the Gulf of 
Mexico and the pandemic have forced the shipyard 
to further diversify. The shipyard was building 
pilot boats, too, but Breaux said the new deep-V 
bottom design is the next step up in the shipyard’s 
pilot boat genealogy. “We have produced hundreds 
of pilot vessels in the past, but we delivered our 
fi rst pilot boat with the new generation deep-V 
bottom to the Tampa Bay Pilots Association, a 
54-footer, in November 2019,” said Breaux. “This 
same bottom was used on the Spindletop.”

By Ken Hocke, 
Senior Editor

Let it Ride
New 90’ pilot boat hauls pilots out to sea 
comfortably and safely.

Texas pilot boat was built to a 
new shipyard design.
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EVK
WATER LUBRICATED 

SHAFT SEAL

EVK 
STYLE RUDDER SEAL

SPLIT OR SOLID DESIGN

ST-100
WATER SOLUBLE

NON-SHEENING EAL

OIL LUBRICATED SEALS 
FOR THRUSTERS AND 

STERN TUBES 

KEMEL USA is the marine division of EKK EAGLE AMERICA INC.
31555 West 14 Mile Rd, Suite 200 | Farmington Hills, MI  48334

CONTACT US
SALES@KEMELUSA.COM | KEMELUSA.COM

GENERAL INQUIRES: 408-398-3383
*ANYTIME* TECHNICAL SUPPORT: 212-967-5575

 FACTORY DIRECT SALES & SERVICE

ST-100

Designed by Breaux’s and C. Fly 
Marine Services, Mandeville, La., the 
Spindletop has two boarding platforms 
on the bow — port and starboard — 
and two overhead on the pilothouse — 
port and starboard. Rescue assist equip-
ment includes a SeaLift custom-built 
rescue platform on the transom with a 
24-volt hydraulic unit and a transom jib 
pole with a 120-volt electric winch. The 
rubber bumper system is a combination 
of D-shaped bumpers and aircraft tires 
around the perimeter.

Coast Guard-approved equipment in-
cludes lifejackets for 16 people, Revere
Coastal Commander life raft, � are kit, 
battle lantern, and throw rings.

“The boat ran six pilots out in its � rst 
hour of operation,” said Breaux.

The Herbert S. Hiller firefighting 
system includes one fixed CO2 
suppression system with three bottles in 
the machine room. The Delta ventila-
tion system includes four 11" blowers 
with temperature and speed control and 
Delta moisture eliminators with auto-
matic vent dampers.

Main propulsion comes from 
four Scania DI16-82-M diesel engines 
producing 800 hp at 2,100 rpm each. 
The mains connect to four Hamilton-
Jet HM461 waterjets through Twin 
Disc MGX-5146 marine gears. The 
propulsion package gives the boat a 
running speed of 27 knots and a top 

speed of 30.6 knots. The new pilot boat 
also features Humphree HA-1100 in-
terceptors with active ride plus stability 
within a vessel motion control system.

Inside the pilothouse are 15 Nor-
Sap 1600 chairs and one NorSap 1700 
captain’s chair with controls, VHF 
speaker and microphone in headrest, 
steering and three VHF push-to-talk 
buttons on an armrest. “For comfort 
all the seating are NorSap with shock 
mitigation and USB ports for charging 
devices and with all sound dampening 
measures taken it makes for a very quiet 
ride,” said Hurd.

The entire pilothouse is coated 
with Mascoat Sound Control-db and 
Mascoat Marine DTM moisture control. 
The engine room overhead and forward 

bulkhead is covered with Sound Control 
db and Therma� ber board with perfo-
rated aluminum covering by Insula-
tions Inc. Interior wall and � oor panels 
are made with sound deadening mate-
rial from Martel Marine Panels. There 
are ceiling upholstered panels through-
out the interior accommodations. 

“Visibility for the operator while 
performing pilot transfers was one 
of my main priorities while building 
the Spindletop,” said Hurd. “With the 
heated fritted glass windows, it allows 
the operator 360 degrees of unobstruct-
ed views at all times.” 

 Accommodations include two double 
bunk staterooms, a settee seating area, 
full head and shower, and one head 
treatment unit with fresh-water � ush.

The new boat has seating for up to 16.
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Breaux Pilot Boats 

Ship’s service power is the responsi-
bility of twin Northern Lights gensets, 
sparking 38 kW of electricity each.

Tankage includes 4,000 gals. of fuel 

in two tanks — one 1,500-gal. forward 
tank and one 2,500-gal. aft tank; 360 
gals. fresh water; and 100 gals. lube oil.

The electronics suite is made up 

SPINDLETOP SPECIFICATIONS

Builder: Breaux’s Bay Craft
Owner: Sabine Pilots
Designers: Breaux’s Bay Craft; C. Fly Marine Services Inc.
Mission: Ferry pilots to and from ships in the Gulf of Mexico.
Length: 90' Beam: 23' Depth: 12'4' Draft: 4'2"
Main Propulsion: (4) Scania DI16M, 800 hp @ 2,100 rpm 
Waterjet: (4) HamiltonJet HM461
Ship’s Service Power: (2) Northern Lights, 38 kW
Marine Gear: (4) Twin Disc MGX-5146SC, 1:48:1 
Speed (knots): 30.6
Controls: Hamilton
Electronics: (2) Furuno DRS12A-NXT radar 4" scanner; (4) Furuno 
TZT19F 19" monitor; (2) Furuno MCU004 remote control for MFD; Seat-
ronx sunlight readable touch screen monitor; Furuno SCX 20 Sat 
compass; Furuno FA 170 AIS; Furuno DFF3D sonar; Furuno weather 
station; FLIR Systems M400XR stabilized thermal/visible camera with 

JCU; (4) FLIR thermal 
and visible imaging cam-
era for temperature mea-
surement; (3) Icom M605 
VHF radio with (2) Icom 
command microphone; 
10" monitor with six 
cameras with DVR for 
boarding areas, aft deck, machinery space and jet room; KVH Tracvision 
3 motion satellite system; Sirius XM for weather overlay; (3) 32" TV 
with Direct TV; (2) Kingdel Windows 10 microcomputer  
Hull Construction: Aluminum
Seating Capacity: 16
Tankage (gals.): Fuel, 4,000; fresh water, 360; lube oil, 100
Classifi cation/Certifi cation: Built to USCG and ABS welding standards 
Delivery Date: March 2021

of two Furuno DRS12A-NXT radar 
4" scanners; four Furuno TZT19F 
19" monitors; twin Furuno MCU004 
remote control for MFD; Seat-
ronx sunlight readable touch screen 
monitor; Furuno SCX 20 Sat compass; 
Furuno FA 170 AIS; Furuno DFF3D 
sonar; Furuno weather station; FLIR 
Systems M400XR stabilized thermal/
visible camera with JCU; four FLIR 
thermal and visible imaging cameras 
for temperature measurement; three 
Icom M605 VHF radios with two 
Icom command microphones; one 10" 
monitor with six cameras with DVR 
for boarding areas, aft deck, machinery 
space and jet room; KVH Tracvision 
3 motion satellite system, Sirius XM
for weather overlay; three 32" TVs 
with Direct TV; and two King-
del Windows 10 microcomputers.  

“With our fi fth Breaux-built pilot 
boat, she will last us many years to 
come, disembarking and delivering pi-
lots to ships safely,” said Hurd. “If any 
pilot groups would like to visit, they 
need to come and experience the ride, 
comfort, and quietness themselves.”

TAMPA PILOT BOAT
Sixteen months before there was a 

Spindletop, there was the 54'×17' all-
aluminum, monohull Fort Dade for the 
Tampa Pilots.
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The boat is powered by four 800-hp 
Scania diesel engines.
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“This was our fi rst pilot vessel with 
the new generation deep-V bottom,” 
said Breaux.

The Tampa boat was also designed 
by the shipyard and C. Fly Marine. 
Main propulsion comes from twin Cat-
erpillar C-18 diesels, which produce 
715 hp at 2,100 rpm each. The Cats 
drive 31"×36.5"×3" Veem Star-C5 
Nibral props through ZF 500-1A 
marine gears with 2:1 reduction ratios. 
The propulsion package gives the boat 
a running speed of 24.5 knots and a top 
speed of 27.3 knots.

Ship’s service power is the respon-
sibility of a single Northern Lights 
12-kW genset. 

Gulf Coast Air & Hydraulics sup-
plied the steering system with dual 
2-hp, 240 VAC electric motors, forward 
station with orbital and rudder angle 
indicator, aft station joystick and rudder 
angle indicator with rescue remote.

In the pilothouse there are four Nor-
Sap 1600 chairs and one NorSap 1500 

First pilot boat built to the new design was delivered to the Tampa Pilots in 2019.
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captain’s chair. 
The boat also features a Herbert S. 

Hiller fi xed CO2 suppression system 
in the engine room. In addition, there 
are lifejackets for six people, a Revere 
Coastal Commander six-person life raft, 
fl are kit, battle lantern, and life throw 
rings. There is also a custom-built res-
cue platform located on the transom and 
powered by a 24VDC Sealift hydraulic 
unit, and one overhead transom arch 
with snatch block and tackle.

The electronics suite includes a 
Furuno radar 1835 with 24" dome; Fu-
runo GPS Plotter/MFD TZTL12F with 
remote; Furuno AIS FA170 interfaced 
with radar and plotter; Furuno LH5000 
loudhailer; Ritchie compass; Furuno 
Smart Sensor DT 800 PSF; CAPAC
monitoring system; and Furuno ISP-
5000 intercom speakers. 

Currently, Breaux’s is building a 
70' pilot boat for the Aransas-Corpus 
Christi Pilots in Texas.
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EMPLOYMENT

PortofCall

Captains, Mates, Engineers, 
AB’s and Deckhands

Dann Ocean Towing is A leading 
provider of marine towing services, 
serving the Eastern Seaboard, Gulf 
of Mexico, Caribbean and beyond.

To Apply Please Visit 
www.DannOceanTowing.com
3670 S Westshore Boulevard 

Tampa, FL 33629
   Phone (813) 251-5100

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS:

https://cardinal.bamboohr.com/jobs

SEEKING EXPERIENCED OFFSHORE PERSONNEL
Utility Hand/ Housekeeping wanted for offshore work. Rotating hitches of 14 hours 
per day then 14 days off.  Must have the following:

RIG PASS/SAFEGULF—HUET—BOSIET—MMC—TWIC
Three years offshore utility experience

Applicants will also be required to pass a USCG Merchant Mariner Physical and a USCG DOT Drug Test
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EMPLOYMENT

SSHHOORREE OOFFFFSSHHOORREE 
SSEERRVVIICCEESS 

HHaass IImmmmeeddiiaattee OOppeenniinnggss!! 

 Derrick Barge Deck Foreman
 Leadermen
 Rigger
 Derrick Crane Operator
 Deck Crane Operator
 Tower Operator
 Welding Foreman
 Welder (6 GR Certified)
 Clerk
 Chief Engineer
 Chief Electrician
 Mechanic
 Oiler
 Electrician
 Steward
 Night Cook
 Galley Hand
 Tug Boat Captain
 Able Body Seamen 

Minimum 2 years offshore experience 
onboard a derrick barge required.

Applicants must have a valid TWIC card.

Email resume to:  
jobs@shoreoffshore.com

®

JOB WATCH

SEE OUR LISTINGS

workboat.com/resources/jobs/

Are you 
seeking 
a job
in the 

maritime 
industry?

NNOOWW HHIIRRIINNGG!! 
Mate and Master Positions

MATE– supervises and coordinates    
activities of crew aboard tugboat
MASTER- has the legal responsibility and    
accountability for safe operation of   
company owned tugboat, and will direct 
the day-to-day operations as well as  
coordinate the onboard activities of the 
boat crew such as operating engines, 
steering and maintaining and repairing 
the ship's equipment.

To apply go to:
https://recruiting.adp.com/srccar/public/
RTI.home?c=1164351&d=BristolBayFuels  

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Dillingham, Alaska

Captain, Pilot, Deckhand,   
Engineer, and Tankermen 

Our linehaul vessels operate on the Ohio, 
Monongahela, Allegheny, Lower Mississippi 
Rivers, and the Gulf Coast region. We are 
also hiring for harbor vessel Captains and 
Deckhands operating on the Ohio River 
miles 0 – 110.  

HIRING FOR ALL LINEHAUL 
VESSEL POSITIONS   

To apply please contact: 
Dean Mays - 704-675-4562 

Phillip Thomas - 724-993-2648 
www.barges.us/ctc-careers/ 

• Opportunity for career growth 
• Excellent compensation and benefits package 
• Bonuses 
• 401K with a company contribution 

Please apply in person at our     
Fourchon Facility

495 Adam Ted Gisclair Road
Fourchon, LA 70357

Or Apply Online at:
www.harveygulf.com

ALL VESSEL POSITIONS
Is now accepting applications for
Harvey Gulf International Marine

Great Benefits, 401K and more
Please submit resume to

Jobs@harveygulf.com
EOE

IS HIRING
1 -WELDING SUPERVISOR

4 -WELDER/ FABRICATORS

1 - PROJECTMANAGER

Inventech Marine Solutions (IMS)
builders of Life Proof Boats, aluminum
boats for a variety of users around the

world. With high demand for our
vessels, we are continuing to expand

and have immediate openings.

FREE DENTAL, VISION, and MEDICAL INSURANCE
SEVEN PAID HOLIDAYS & PROFIT SHARING

www.LifeProofBoats.com

(360) 674 7019 - Info@InventechMarine.com
Apply
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MARINE GEAR 

Advertising Contact:Advertising Contact:
Wendy JalbertWendy Jalbert

wjalbert@divcom.comwjalbert@divcom.com

1-800-264-5950
info@kienediesel.com
www.kienediesel.com

KIENE Cylinder Pressure      
Indicators for measuring diesel 

engine firing pressures...

Call or e-mail for info!

• Easy to use—simple and reliable.
• Reduce maintenance costs.
• Improve engine availability.
• Use to balance cylinders.
• Pinpoint engine problems.
• Optimize fuel consumption.
• Fits any standard indicator valve.
• Recommended and used by  

major engine builders.
• Minimal investment to monitor  

engine condition..

SSIIMMPPLLEE..  RRUUGGGGEEDD..  
RREELLIIAABBLLEE.. 

LEGAL

MARINE GEAR SUPPLIES 

Place your ad! Contact:Place your ad! Contact: Wendy JalbertWendy Jalbert
wjalbert@divcom.com | www.workboat.com/resources/jobs/wjalbert@divcom.com | www.workboat.com/resources/jobs/
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The Alutech and OP Series Chairs & Deck Rails

In-Mar Solutions offers a complete line of Alu Design & Services chairs and deck rails.
www.inmarsolutions.com    info@inmarsolutions.com   

(225) 644-7063

Greater Quality. Greatest Value.

www.alu-design.no

Alu Design offers a standard product 
line in addition to the option for 
customization to suit specific needs.  
Sleek modern design and maximum 
utility and comfort are emphasized.  
No matter whether you call it a pilot 
chair, helm chair, navigator chair or 
operator seat, we have the chair for 
your application.

 TTuuggss  //  WWoorrkkbbooaattss  
BBaarrggeess  //  DDrreeddggeess  

Hundreds of boats for sale 
Tel  (516) 536 7375 

rigs@sunmachinery.com 

        
wwwwww..ssuunnmmaacchhiinneerryy..ccoomm  

 

BOLLARD™
MARINE
GENERATORS

LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP

MORE COPPER MEANS IT RUNS
COOLER & USES LESS FUEL

EPOXY COATING PROVIDES
ENHANCED CORROSION RESISTANCE

800.777.0714
Locate a dealer

www.merequipment.com

Designed & Built for
the Harsh Marine Environment

99kW

Manufactured by MER Equipment

MARINE GEAR & SUPPLIES 

UUsseess::  Pontoon boats, house boats,  
workboats—replace old steel or         
aluminum pontoons
HHeeaavvyy DDuuttyy::  Molded from sturdy,    
medium density polyethylene (MDPF) 
and filled with polyurethane foam for 
increased stability
MMoodduullaarr::  Each bow, middle and stern 
modules are 10 ft. in length
DDiissppllaacceemmeenntt aatt ffuullll ssuubbmmeerrssiioonn:: 
Bow module supports gross weight of 
3,100 lbs. and middle/stern each sup-
ports 4,200 lbs.

Toll Free: 877-456-2531
www.plasticpontoon.com

5602 Sea Grapes Way
The Village, FL  32163
Phone: 419-675-0002
info@wilsonpontoons.com

3366--iinncchh DDiiaammeetteerr MMoodduullaarr 
PPllaassttiicc PPoonnttoooonnss

The Best Idea Since the Indian Canoe
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MARINE GEAR & SUPPLIES 

THE MOST POWERFUL TOOL
for removing coatings and rust

USA OFFICE  Ph: 832-203-7170
houston@rustibus.com

Rustibus® is designed to de-scale and 
power brush ship decks, hatch covers,
tank tops, etc. free from paint and rust!

Rustibus® is designed to de-scale and 

for removing coatings and rust

Place your ad! Contact:Place your ad! Contact: Wendy JalbertWendy Jalbert
wjalbert@divcom.com | www.workboat.com/resources/jobs/wjalbert@divcom.com | www.workboat.com/resources/jobs/
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We custom build every shade to fit each window in our facility.

Contact: Edward Kass III  |  504-615-5833  |  ekass@solarboatshades.com  |  www.solarboatshades.com

We are a Custom Manufacturer
of  Wheelhouse Tinted Shades & 
Crew Quarter Blackout Shades

Download our order form to 
purchase your shades today.

Now Manufacturing and 
Installing Fire Retardant 

Bunk Curtains

They are Incredibly durable, driven by over-sized clutches and 
operated by a stainless steel pull chain.

We offer measurement and installation services in Southern Louisiana, 
Mississippi and Alabama. We carry $5,000,000 workers’ compensation, 
and liability insurance policies with U.S.L.&H. and the Jones Act.

NEW & REFURBISHED WINCHES 

Hoss Winch Co., LLC 
 

Call or email for a quote or custom winch requirement! 

cgonsoul@gmail.com 
850-255-5266 

THE WALTER MACHINE CO, INC
Tel: 201-656-5654  •  Fax: 201-656-0318

www.waltergear.com

Keel Coolers

Trouble free marine engine 
cooling since 1927!

MARINE GEAR & SUPPLIES 

PORT OF CALLPORT OF CALL
Advertising Contact:Advertising Contact:

Wendy JalbertWendy Jalbert
wjalbert@divcom.com wjalbert@divcom.com 

(207) 842-5469(207) 842-5469
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MARINE GEAR & SUPPLIES 

IMO ROTARY SCREW
ASPHALT PUMPS

BYRON JACKSON
TURBINE PUMPS

BLACKMER
ROTARY GEAR PUMPS

OUR 110TH YEAR

DUVIC’S PUMPS
“Greater Downtown” HARVEY, LA 70059

Box 1237 • 504-341-1654 PH/FX

BARGE PUMPS

IMO ROTARY SCREW
ASPHALT PUMPS

BYRON JACKSON
TURBINE PUMPS

BLACKMER
ROTARY GEAR PUMPS

OUR 110TH YEAR

MARINE MACHINING & MANUFACTURING
Your One-Stop Shop for Your Marine Drive Needs

WWOORRLLDD LLEEAADDEERR IINN BBOOAATT SSHHAAFFTTIINNGG 

• A17, A19, A22  and A22HS
• Propeller Shafting Bar Stock 

lengths up to 36’
• C.N.C. Machined Propeller 

Shafting
• Precision Propeller Shaft 

straightening & repair

www.marinemachining.com  -  www.aquamet.com

• Custom Machined Shaft    
Couplings up to 30” diameter

• Michigan Wheel Propellers
• Propeller Repair

33475 Giftos Dr., Clinton Township, MI 48035  ◼◼   PH.  586-791-8800
World's Largest Stocking Distributor of AQUAMET

Sales and Service Sales and Service

Coast Guard & State Pilotage License Insurance
Available Coverages;

Legal Defense for CG, NTSB and State Pilot Hearings;
Federal and State Civil Actions 

Reimbursement for Loss of Wages
Group Coverage Also Available

R.J. Mellusi & Co., 29 Broadway, Suite 2311 
New York, N.Y. 10006 

Tel. 1(800)280-1590, Fax. 1(212)385-0920, 
rjmellusi@sealawyers.com

www.marinelicenseinsurance.com

Become a Certified and Accredited 
Marine Surveyor

Fishing Vessel Qualified. Complete course and 
examination for all vessel types and uses.
1-800-245-4425 or navsurvey.com

MB Brokerage Co. | MB Barge Co. | BG Fleeting  

Barges | Boats | Cranes 
Vessel Chartering Services  

Chris Gonsoulin, Owner 
(850) 255-5266 

cgonsoul@gmail.com 
www.mbbrokerage.net 

SERVICES *PORT OF CALL ONLINEPORT OF CALL ONLINE*
workboat.com/resourcesworkboat.com/resources
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ADVERTISERS INDEX

E M P L O Y M E N T S P E C I A L
2 - 3 " P R I N T A D S
2 - M O N T H S O N L I N E
2 - D I G I T A L J O B W A T C H N E W S L E T T E R S

CALL WENDY JALBERT TODAY
207 - 842 - 56 1 6

WOR KBOAT
CLASS IF I EDS

ONLY $595.00
(over $1200.00 value)
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LOOKS BACK

• The fi rst offshore tug and supply 
vessel built in the U.S. for Bugge Sup-
ply Ship Company A/S of Norway 
was launched at Mangone Shipbuild-
ing Co., Houston. The 185' vessel, 
named the Sea Pearl, is the fi rst of two 
boats being built by Mangone for the 
Norwegian fi rm.

• In the grand tradition of bringing 
the mountain to Mohammed, the U.S. 
Army 
Corps of 
Engi-

neers has brought the ocean to Oklaho-
ma. Early this month, President Nixon 
dedicated the $1.2 billion Arkansas 
River Navigation System linking Tulsa 
with the Mississippi River and beyond. 

• Tidewater Inc. has reported a 
record consolidated net earnings of 
$23.2 million or $2.09 per share for the 
six months ended Sept. 30, 1980, an in-
crease of 96% in net earnings and 92% 
in earnings per share over the same 
period a year earlier.

• Technical Marine Fabricators’ 
answer to the South Louisiana Port 

Commission’s need for a fi reboat is 
the 45'×14' Sola Port I. Two Detroit 
Diesel 8V-92MTI engines develop 650 
hp each for main propulsion. The mains 
connect to 20" Jacuzzi waterjets. The 
14" Jacuzzi pumps develop 7,000 gpm 
at 200-220 psi and push the water to a 
manifold. The manifold diverts water to 
the monitors and six thruster ports.

• A new 80'×28'×9' towboat, Natchez,
was recently delivered by Missouri 
Valley Steel Inc., Leavenworth, Kan., 
to the Missouri Paci� c Railroad for 
service to Natchez, Miss. The vessel 
will be used to operate a Natchez and 
Southern Railway Co. railroad car 
ferry. Main engines are twin Caterpil-
lar D-397 roots-blown diesels which 
drive GE genera-

tors rated at 300 kW at 450 volts. The 
power is transmitted to GE traction 
motors located in the turrets in after 
sections of the hull.

• The 110'×32'×10'6" Susan 
Ramsey, a twin-screw towboat, was 
completed recently for RMR Tow-
ing Co., Greenville, Miss., by Marine 
Welding and Repair Works Inc. also 
of Greenville. The new vessel, which 

will 
oper-

ate from St. 
Paul to New Orleans on the 
Mississippi River, is powered by two 
GM 16-567 diesels which turn 78"×62" 
Coolidge propellers.



Duramax Marine® is an ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company

Duramax Marine®

Products and Knowledge 
You Trust. 

All Made in USA

Duramax Marine® is the world leader in 

water-lubricated bearing technology 

and has gained the trust of marine 

professionals around the world, 

setting performance records 

our competitors are still trying 

to meet.

www.DuramaxMarine.com

Products And Knowledge You Trust                                     p: 440.834.5400   f: 800.497.9283 

DryMax®

Rudder Seal

This axial system provides 
excellent sealing and can 
accommodate large increases 
in radial clearances due to 
wearing down of rudder stock 
bushings. Designed to deliver 
long service life.

DryMax®

Shaft Seal

Shaft Sealing System has 
nitrile rubber seal that rotates 
with the shaft and creates a 
hydrodynamic seal. Seal is 
easy to maintain, reliable, and 
boasts a low life cycle cost 
and total cost of ownership.

DuraCooler® SuprStak® 

Keel Cooler

SuprStak® with TurboTunnel 
design is engineered to 
“jet” turbulent seawater in 
a tunnel-like configuration 
that greatly enhances 
heat transfer.

DuraBlue®  
Rudder Bushings

Composite Rudder Bushings 
and Thrust Washers that 
are self-lubricating and 
pollution free. They are 
dimensionally stable with 
ultra low friction and 
extremely long wear life. 

Johnson® Cutless®

Bearings

Water-Lubricated Rubber 
Bearing Technology that 
has nothing more to prove. 
It’s the longest life bearing 
in harsh abrasive laden 
river applications.

Johnson® CutlessDryMax® DuraBlue®  
Rudder Bushings

Johnson
Bearings
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Karl Senner, LLC is proud to equip the M/V Rusty Moore
with three REINTJES WAF 573L gearboxes and an
Emerson Control System.

“We made the decision to go exclusively with Karl Senner, LLC
for Golding Barge Line, and the REINTJES gears have served us
extremely well.”

– 

– Steve Golding, CEO of Golding Barge Line

504-469-4000    |    KARLSENNER.COM

P R O P E L L I N G E X C E L L E N C E

Vessel Owner: Golding Barge Line
Shipyard: Master Boat Builders
Naval Architect: Sterling Marine
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